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Vril. 52 No. 26

Thur., April 24,1980.

Montclair State College,Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

At the starting gate
by N a e d in e H azell
Since this past Monday it has
been evident that there is
something more in the air than
spring. All the telltale signs are
there—usually empty class room bulletin boards have been
o v e rru n w ith cam p aig n
literature, and candidates can
be seen nervously canvassing
the campus for votes.
The race is on for the 4
executive board positions of
S G A --p r e s id e n t, v ic e president, secretary, treasurer,
and the student representa
tive to the Board of Trustees.
Although the candidates
w ere allo w ed to begin
campaigning at 12:01 am this
past Friday night, the speeches
began Monday in the Student
Center Cafeteria.
On Monday at noon the
candidates got their 1st shot at
potential voters when they
gave their speeches in the
cafeteria. A fter excu sin g
themselves for interrupting the
s tu d e n ts ’ lu n ch e s, each
candidate gave a 3 minute
speech explaining h is/h er
qualifications and stating their
platforms. For the most part,
th e y w e re lis te n e d to
attentively and some speeches
were met with sporadic
applause and whistles. This
also held true for the Student
Center Mall speeches, which
were heard yesterday at noon.
There are 4 candidates for

the position of president of the
SGA. They are (in alphabetical
order) Marty Cannon, Brian
Cige, James Finnegan, and
Eddie Happle. Each of the
candidates has served on the
SGA for at least a year as
legislator. T he main issues
addressed by the presidential
candidates were the FacultyStudent Co-op prices in the
Rat, the bookstore, and the
cafeteria, and the much
lamented parking problems.

Phil Anter and Karen Dalton
are the 2 candidates for the
p o sitio n o f S G A v ice president. Dalton called for a
m o re “ r e s p o n s iv e and
responsible student govern
ment” and Anter advocated a
change in format for SGA
meetings.
For the office of treasurer are
S c o tt G a r r e tt and J a y
Stubofsky. Stubofsky feels the
students have a right to know
where their money is going.

Garrett cited his personal
experience in running his own
business.
Charlee Bannon and Laura
Pedalino are both interested in
the position of SGA secretary.
Both candidates expressed the
desire to make the SGA office
work more efficently and to
h ave m o re v eh icles o f
information.
T his y e a r , the usually
u n con tested p osition for
student representative to the

Board of Trustees has 3
candidates vying
for
it,
all of whom are
interested in bringing the
student needs to the Board of
Trustees and making them
known. I he candidates are
Kenny Brown, Ralph Seigel
and Debbie Ustas.____________
For more information on the
c a n d i d a t e s and t h e i r
platforms please turn to the
Election Issue starting on
page 11.

MBA may soon be instated
by J a n in e M . T o rsiello
The MSC business depart
ment will begin a Masters in
B u sin ess A d m in is tra tio n
(M BA ) program in Scptcmlx-r
1980, provided the final
proposal is approved by the
Board of Higher Education
(B H F ) at their May 16, 1980
meeting.
The department originally
made the
proposal
in
1973 and has been
trying to
secure the MBA since then.
According to Dr. Frederick
Kelly, director of the division
of business, after the 1st
proposal was made the
department of higher education
(D U E ) spent a year looking
into a cooperative MBA
program between all the state
colleges, but ir was not feasible.
Kelly said the MBA should
help M SC a ttra c t m ore
graduate students and faculty.
During the 1st 3 years of the
program’s existence, Kcllv

said, enrollment « ill be limited
to the equivalent of 100
fulltiriic students, or 300
parttime students. Kelly said
the program will be, “rather
small, highly selective, and
very competitive. ’
Kelly explained that after the
initial proposal MSC] made in
1973, the possibility of a
consortium, or a cooperative
MBA was looked into by the
DHE and the state colleges
from May 1975-Junc 1976.
Several problems were found.
One was the difficulty a
student would encounter
taking courses 1 night at \1SC]
and 1 night at Kean or another
college. The traveling distance
would be too great.
Kelly said, “ At this time all
indications arc that there will
not be a consortium program,
but that .MSC] will have an
independent MBA program.”
From 1975- 1978, Kelly
said,there was a freeze on any

new graduate programs. Two
years ago, he said, the proposal
was resu rrected and in
F e b ru ary
1980
D ili
consultants authorized the
program to begin next
semester. They will make this
recommendation to the BH F,
which is expected to approve
the proposal in May.
Kelly said another problem
was that different colleges had
different types of students with
different needs,which 1 coop 
erative program could not meet.
If the MBA is approved by
the BHE, Kelly said, it should
bring more students to MSC]
because at the present time we
don’t offer a graduate degreeprogram in business. He also
stated the new program should
help attract fx-tter qualified
faculty members.
. Another difficulty with the
cooperative program was the
disagreement
between the
colleges about the quality of

the faculty in the program.
MSC] was the only college,
Kelly said, which insisted that
p rofessors have term inal
degrees, meaning doctorates.
Kelly said, the proposal calls
for the addition of 2 new
faculty, but the department
could do it with its present
staff. He explained that if the 2
faculty are hired—a decision
that will be made as soon as the
final draft of the college’s
budget is drawn up—they will
start with a base pax of
S40,()()() each.
Kelly explained that the
program should bring morefaculty in because most
professors are interested in
teaching in good programs.
The better the MBA program
is, the more attractive it is to
good faculty, he said.
Kelly said the biggest
problem with the cooperativeprogram was the absence of I
central office to oversee the

whole program. Kelly said
without such an office to
handle the different problems
that arise the program woultf
have never worked.
Kelly explained that MSC’s
undergraduate program
is
accredited by the Middle States
Assocarion of Colleges and
Schools and that the MBA is
t h e r e f o r e a u to m a tic a l! y
accredited by them also.
I lowcvcr, in order to be
accredited by the American
A ssem b ly o f C o lle g ia te
Schools of Business ( A ACSB),
a 3-5 year “track record,” in
w h ich th e p r o g r a m i s
e v a lu a te d , is r e q u ir e d .
Presently, the only MBA
p ro g ra m a c c r e d ite d by
A ACSB in \ J is at Rutgers
U n iv e rsity . O th er M BA
programs also exist at Eairleigh
Dickinson U niversity (FD U ),
Scron Hall University (SH U),
Rider College, and Monmouth
College.

Iran
threatens
sanctions
I he official
Pars News
Agency quotes Iran’s oil
minister as threatening to
forever cut off oil deliveries to
“certain countries” joining in
the US sanctions against the
Islamic Republic. The Iranian
official says those nations
“ would be blacklisted forever
and would never get Iran’s
oil.”
The Iranian threat comes as
Kuropean allies of the US and
Japan are reported preparing to
boycott the Iranian crude and
im p o se d ip lo m a tic and
economic sanctions. Sources
say that if the Kuropean'
boycott doesn’t end the
stalemate in the hostage crisis
by May 15, a total trade
em b arg o and break in
diplomatic relations would
follow.
For the 2d time this year,
Iran’s foreign press chief is
recommending members of the

American news media be
thrown out of his nation. The
official says only 1 journalistic
link with the US—United Press
International-should stay in
Iran. I he official accuses the
American media of “ biased
reporting.”

Kean
assails
budget
According to The hidepen
dent, the Kean C ollege
newspaper, the
proposed
budget
furs
to affect
all NJ state colleges, were
appealed by N'athan Weiss,
president at Kean. “These cuts
will strike at the very heart of
the quality of our instructional
programs and the economic
well being of the state," Weiss
said. He added that, “Such cuts
at Kean will hurt minority
e n r o l l m e n t ,” w h ich is
presently 14% Black and 7%
Hispanic. A final decision, as to
what schools will be affected
and in what proportions of the
total budget cuts, will be
decided in May 1980.

Director
Elizabeth
may be
fireman
ousted
injured
Kennedy
takes
Penn.
C linton Pagano said he
believed 1 of the firemen was
critically injured, but details
were sketchy. Gov. Brendan
Byrne and state attorney
General John Degnan arrived
at the scene shortly before 8
am.

(Elizabeth)—Authorities say
5 Elizabeth firemen were
injured Tuesday while battling
a giant blaze at a condemned
warehouse filled with deadly
and explosive chemicals.
Authorities say 1000’s of
persons were threatened by a
huge black cloud that floated
above flames roaring through
the warehouse on the Elizabeth
waterfront.
The plume was
stretching 15 miles South of
Elizabeth.
Officials urged residents of
Elizabeth and Staten Island, to
stay indoors to avoid fumes
from highly toxic chemicals
stored in a warehouse closed by
NJ officials last year.
All public and parochial
schools in Elizabeth, Linden,
Roselle, and on Staten Island
were closed Tuesday because
of smoke from the blaze.
State police superintendent

P H ILA D ELPH IA . Senator
Edward Kennedy outlasted
President C arter to win
y e s t e r d a y ’ s d e m o c r a tic
p re sid e n tia l p rim a ry in
Pennsylvania by the frailest of
margins.
A final installment of votes
from Philadelphia—Kennedy’s
stronghold—was tallied today.
It widened Kennedy’s margin
to nearly 10,000, with 99% of
the precincts counted.
Still missing: 2 dozen
precincts in Philadelphia and
adjacent Delware County,
both areas in which Kennedy
ran fasr ahead...and 8 precincts
in Western Beaver County,
where Carter was stronger.

According to Argo, the
Stockton State College (SSC)
new sp ap er, students arc
petitioning for the dismissal of
D on B ra g g , d ire cto r of
athletics and recreation at SSC.
Bragg, a former (¡old Medal
Olympic player, has made
several sarcastic remarks about
SSC' and its community.
According to A rgo, in referring
to SSC’s athletic programs,
Bragg commented, “ We finally
got started and had intramurals
and everything was fine...then
the girls wanted to play»” Last
softball season, .-irgosaid when
a group of women approached
Bragg as to why their program
had been shortened by 1 week,
he said, “ You girls arc a pain in
the a—. If you don’t like it,
tough.” No decision as to
Bragg’s dismissal has yet been
made, although students at
SSC' arc working hard at it.
Courtesy of A P wire service
N J news compiled A rrn Conner

VOTE
STUDENT
REPRESENTA T IV E
"We need a strong, well respected student
representative to the Board of Trustees,
is that person."

I I I ! I ' I’ •
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Confessions of cheaters...
iYlost students surveyed look
at their neighbor’s paper while
out of 4 0 0
students surveyed at random
taking a test. Using this
method of cheating many of
admitted to cheating at least
once on a college test or
them feel that they are merely
checking their answers with
examination, and most cheated
o th er stu d en ts, and not
somewhere between 5-80% of
cheating.
the time.
No one was ever caught
Thirteen students said that
they cheat on 10%, of their tests
cheating, either.
each semester. In this category
Out of the 62 who did cheat,
only 3 feel they arc doing
31 said they feel they do
nothing wrong by cheating.
nothing wrong when they
One of the 3 students said that
cheat. They feel they are
it doesn’t hurt anyone else
merely checking their answers,
when you cheat, so it doesn’t
or helping other students who
matter. The other 10 of these
need help on a test. Forty-eight
13 students agreed that
students who cheat said they
cheating is wrong. The survey
usually copy from someone
showed that they feel you are
vise's paper. The other 14 use
not learning anything when
cheat sheets or write the
answers on the desk. Of the 38
students who don't cheat, 7 feel
they can get a higher grade if
they did cheat, but that it is
wrong so they don’t.
The 6 2 ch e a te rs are
into categories
subdivided
which reveal their number and
frequency.
No.
% of Time
>
6
6 0 -8 0
.3
7
2 5 -3 0
.<o
7
15-20
1
13
10
-1
16
5
-Q
7
1-3
o
6
0-1
o
The bulk of the cheaters fall o.
into the 0-10% category—42
to be exact. The remaining 20
by Lori Je rs e y
students cheat anywhere from
“ About a dozen years ago 1
15-80% of the time. Chronic
received a term paper from a
and rare cheaters both number
student which I had written
6 each.
myself for l)r. Harold C Bohn
In this poll cheaters number a
when I was a student in his
little better than 1 out of 2
Shakespeare class hack in
students, with most not
1948,” Dr. Morris (¡. McGee
cheating more than 30% of the
slid. “ I gave the paper an A
time.
The survey was taken at
random and consisted of all
different majors. The survey
by R ayarm e D a m ia n o
showed that 6 students cheat
Although it is illegal in NY
on at least 60-80%, of tests
and NJ, and against MSG
given to them each semester.
policy, term papers for sale are
These 6 students agreed that
readily available and are used
they are not doing anything
by students in courses, said
wrong when they cheat. They
Dean W. B. Tleischmann, of
felt that some of the questions
the School of Humanities.
on exams are too hard, or that
“ Plagiarism , or literary
they are helping other students,
dishonesty,” Tleischmann said,
or cheating is easier than
“does occur at MSC, but is
studying, and they don’t want
very hard to prove or control.”
to fail a test.
Students buy the term papers
Seven students admitted to
from research companies for
cheating on 25-30% of their
approximately $30, Tleisch
tests each semester. Six said
they arc not doing anything
mann said. These “term paper
mills,” as referred to by
wrong by cheating. They feel
Tleischmann, go under such
they arc merely checking
answers. One student in this
names as Academic Research,
category feels that he she is
Research Unlimited, and
Research Exchange.
They
doing something wrong, but
everyone else docs it so he7she
advertise through flyers and
business cards and many send
docs it also.
catalogs of the material which
Seven students fell into the
is written by professionals.
category of cheating on 15These companies “get off
20% of their tests each
the hook,” Tleischmann said,
semester. Fivcof these students
by saying that their material is
also agreed they are not doing
for reference use only, The
anything wrong by cheating.
I he 2 who said cheating is
state has begun to monitor
wrong said they only do it to
these organizations, but they
check their answers with other
keep within the law through
students.
th e use o f eu p h em ism ,

by Liz C ra n n .

Sixty-tw o

you cheat, but it doesn’t hurt to
check your answers. The
other popular opinion of these
13 students is that everyone
else cheats, so there is no reason
why they shouldn’t cheat as
well.
Ten of the 16 students who
admitted to cheating on 5% of
their tests each semester said
that they feel they are merely
comparing answers and that
ch e a tin g is easier than
studying. The other 6 said that
cheating is wrong, but it is
easier.
Only 7 students polled said
they cheat on 1-3% of their
tests per semester. Five
students in this category said
that cheating is wrong because

you arc cheating yourself. The
reasons given for cheating in
this category were a lack of
studying time, or the material
was too hard to study. The
other 2 students said that
cheating is not wrong and they
are only ch ecking their
answers.
There were 6 students who
fell below the 1 % category.
These students claim to have
only cheated once or twice on a
test. They feel it is wrong, and
agree that they usually feel bad
after they have cheated.
These students seem to fall
into the category of students
who said they don't cheat The
38 who don’t cheat agree that it
is wrong, and 1 is not learning

anything by cheating.
Tight students of the 62 who
admitted to cheating said that
teachers are unfair on their
rests. They agree that some
teachers give tests that are too
hard and are deserving of
students who cheat.
The most popular method of
cheating, shown in the survey,
is co p y in g . F o r ty -e ig h t
students use this method. The
other 12 said that they use
cheat sheets, write the answers
on the desks, store the answers
in the memories of their
calculators, and talk to other
students if the instructor leaves
th e ro o m d u r in g t h c
examination.

...m et with disbelief

because I did an excellent job
on it and Bohn had given me a
B back in 1948. However, I
failed the student who handed
the paper in as his own,”
McGee added with a smile.
“ It seems that a student who
worked for McGintv’s clean
up crew found some papers

Bohn had thrown our and sold
them,” McGee explained. The
paper found its way back to
McGee, an associate professor
of English at MSC', 20 years
after he wrote it.
According to several MSC'
p rofessors from various
departments recently intervi
ew cd, incidents like this are by
far the exception, not the rule.
“ In my experience in the
classroom I've had relatively
little incidence of cheating, and
in my 7 years as vice president
of academic affairs only 2 or 3
cases that I remember have
been brought to me,” Dr.
Irwin 11. Cawley said.
“Cheating and plagiarism
from my personal experience
isn’t a pervasive problem," Dr.
Earrv Schwartz, freshman

Get your red hots
“ reference m a te ria l,’ ’ as
opposed to term paper. He
added that at MSC, the number
of cases detected is very small.
When calls are placed to
interview several of these
companies, they refused to give
any information, although
they were assured no names
would be used. But when they
received a call from a student
looking to buy research
material, they gave informa
tion and offered to send a
catalog. And even though they
were told explicitly that the
paper was to be used for
cheating purposes, they were
still obliging. In fact, a woman
said that the material meets all
the criteria for term papers.
The state has little control
over the operation of these
companies, Tleischmann said.
A further problem is that of
research companies operating
in states where there arc no
prohibiting statutes, he said.
Tleischmann explained that
there is 1 in Seattle, W A, which
is a legitimate business and
registered with the Better
Business Bureau. This firm, he

added, sends out color, glossy
catalogs of their stock.
When a student is thought to
have plagiarized, the instructor
must obtain proof, Tleisch
mann said, which is extrpmelv
difficult. He said that many
times in stru cto rs suspect
plagiarism, but cannot find the
original source. He added that
sometimes, confronting the
student results in the student’s
admittance of it.
MSC’s policy on plagiarism
is stated in the Faculty and
Administrator's Handbook. It is
taken from Williams College of
Massachusetts,
Tleischmann
said. According to the policy,
when a student is found to have
plagiarized he goes before a
panel of the dean, the chairman
o f the d e p a rtm e n t, the
instructor, and 1 other person.
If the proof is inconclusive,
courses of action can comprise
1 or all of the following: an Tin
the course, WD in all other
c o u r s e s , s u sp e n sio n or
expulsion, and notation on the
permanent record of the
student.

d ire cto r ol the English
department, said.
“ In my 11 years of
experience, I haven’t found
cheating to be a problem,” Dr.
Anna Pai, of the biology
department, said.
“ I sometimes come across
students trying to cheat in my
freshman classes, but I have no
problem in my higher level
courses,” Dr. IrwinJ. Badin.of
th el' psychology department,
said.
Gawlcy, dressed in green
with a green bow tie, said; “ I
ask students to sit a seat apart as
much as possible to prevent
cheating. <)n 1 occasion I asked
a student to move again after
the test had begun. I know
some professors w ill give 2 or 3
different tests to the same class
to prevent cheating, but that
can lie time consuming,"
Gawlcv said.
Schwartz teaches mostly
writing courses where he
becomes familiar with his
students’ writing,heexplained.
“Occasionally I come across a
student’s paper which I know
the particular student couldn’t
have written, orthe student got
so much help with the paper
th a t th e w r itin g is n ’ t
recognizable as his own
writing. I can spot it though,
and I simply confront the
student. I feel it's the
professor’s responsibility to
try to prevent students from
cheating,” Schwartz, said.
"Presenting cheating as a
pervasive problem at MSC is
unfair to the majority of
students who in my personal
experience aren’t chronic
cheaters," Pai, in a white
laboratory rolie, said. Pai s
tests consist of essay questions
and generic problems where
the work must be shown, she
explained. “ It I do happen to
see an occasional student
whose eyes seem to be straying
from his own paper I announce
‘Eves'on your own paper' and
that’s the end ol it,” Pai said.
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Gov't hiring lacks fire
by M ik e D a v in o
“The federal government is
under a hiring freeze. Only
50% of the open positions can
be filled. The market is
tightening,” Angela Zaccardi,
executive director of the
Federal Reserve Board, said
Zaccardi spoke during a
symposium sponsored by the
political science department on
April 10 in the Russ Hall
lounge.
The topic of the symposium
was employment prospects in
government in the 1980’s.
Speakers from various levels of
government presented their
views.
The speakers agreed that
salaries in the government jobs
are almost up to par with
salaries in the private sector.

Methods of applying for
employment were discussed.
J o b o p p o rtu n itie s for
women and minorities in the
government are increasing.
“These freezes come and go.
Students should try the federal
government as an alternative,”
Zaccardi advised.
Sheadded," 1 he opportuni
ties' in the \ J area are for
engineers, medical technicians,
physical th erap ists, and
librarians. There are also big
openings in the defense
department.
“Compensation in govern
ment jobs is adequate, but
limited. O nce you have
developed in government,
you’ll be in demand in the
private sector, meaning more

money, John F. Laezza of the
A rth u r Y ou n g and C o .
accounting firm said. Laezza
left government work to enter
the private sector. Brenda J.
Veltri, personnel director for
the city of Newark, said she
feels salaries are just about up to
par with the private level.
Joe Ryan, chief examiner
and secretary of the NJ
department of civil service, said
his department is responsible
for recruiting and testing for
civil service jobs in the state,
county, and municipal levels of
government. He added that job
openings are advertised in a
monthly job opportunities
bulletin. The department
conducts a test and ranks
applicants according to their

Campus Police Report

Judge getsgonged
by C hris C a rro ll
Auditorium to help with a
drunk and disorderly male. It
T w o reports of disorderly
was reported that the male was
persons and a report of
1 of the judges in the (7mig
malicious damage to a vehicle
Sliou' in the auditorium that
were filed in campus police
night and that he was
headquarters last week.
Officers Debra Neweombc
intoxicated. McKinley Boston,
supervisor of the show,
and John Johnson responded to
requested that the intoxicated
a call from Freeman 1 fall to
male leave the stage area.
assist with a disorderly person
on April 19 at 10:15 pm. A , Montclair police were notified
and they agreed to take the
resident of the dormitory
male home.
complained of an unescorted
A female rep orted an
male in the d o rm ito ry .
Ncwcombe asked the person to
incident of malicious damage
on April 16 at 1:40 pm. She
com e to cam pus police
stated that she and another
headquarters so they could get
person had a disagreement over
him transportation home. I he
a parking spot in Parking Lot
male, who appeared confused
14. She stated that she managed
as to where he wanted to go or
to park in the spot, but when
what he was doing on campus,
she returned to her vehicle, I of
a g r e e d to g o to th e
headquarters. Sgt. Charles
the tires didn’t have any air in
it. She reported the incident
Ciiblin contacted the veterans
and the license number of the
administration police and they
other vehicle to campus police
informed him that the male was
headquarters. Sgt. Herbert
a signed out patient in the
Lloyd filed the report.
A lc o h o l R e h a b ilita tio n
Program. A cab was called for
Detective Devos of the
Clifton
police department
the male and he was taken
called campus police headquar
home.
ters and gave the followitlrp
Officer James Fassnacht also
report. He stated that a woman
responded to a disorderly
rep orted an incident of
persons report on April 16 at
lewdness on April 16. The
9 :1 5 pm. Fassnacht was
dispatched to M em orial
type and license number of the

car were also reported. Devos
stated that he recalled an MSC
campus composite sketch of a
male wanted for lewdness. He
also recalled that the license
number was the same. The
C lifton d etectiv e bureau
contacted the suspect’s mother.
I he suspect went to Clifton
police headquarters and
admitted to the incident.
Tw o juveniles were seen
leaving the roof of Panzer
Gym on April 19 at 5:22 pm.
Officer Tony Ciaramella and
Ncwcombe approached the
suspects and questioned them
on their behavior. T h e
juveniles said that they were
retrieving a ball from 1 of the
stairwells and that they had
come to the field to practice
lacrosse. The officers explained
the college policies on the use
of the fields and buildings and
the juveniles complied.
A Ford M ustang was
reported stolen on April 15 at
9:45 am. The car, which had
been parked in Parking Lot 14,
was valued at 82,900.
A stolen vehicle was
recovered on April 16 by
Officer Charles Jones. Jones
noticed the vehicle while on
patrol of Parking Lot 14.

Let’s begin again. Vote

FINNEG AN
SGA President

...and begin to have a voice at MSC

scores. “ Veterans who pass are
ranked at the top of the list,” he
said. The department will
a cce p t a p p lica tio n s for
professional
level
training
positions requiring a BA 3
months before the applicant
graduates, he added.
Veltri said, “Newark has an
affirmative action plan to
attract more women and
minorities to help correct past
inequities.” Ryan said his
department conducts recruit
ing in areas where there is a
high percentage of minorities
and that the job opportunities
bulletin has a special mailing
list for minorities and women.
“ Discrimination
complaints
are investigated promptly and
thoroughly,” he added.
Z a c c a r d i sa id , “ T h e
p re s id e n tia l in te rn s h ip
program is a good idea for
graduate students. A graduate
student in the top 10% of
his her class within 6 months
of graduation can qualify.
When the student graduates he

enters government service as a
G S-9 (government pay grade)
making around 815 ,0 0 0 a
year.”
Dr. Cindy Long, assistant
professor of political science,
said MSC has 2 internship
programs of its own. She said,
“ I en students can spend a
sem ester w o rk in g in a
Congressional or Senatorial
district office. Students should
apply now for the fall
semester.” She added, “The 2d
program is part of the public
administration minor. The
student spends 1 day a week
working in a capacity in a local
government.” Students receive
academic credit for both
programs. Long said.
Frank Pcnotti, president of
the political science honor
society and 1 of the organizers
of the symposium, said, “T he
speakers were very informative
and top people in their fields.
They really came out of their
way to be here. I’m glad
everything went so well.”

Carol Tarantino, the reigning Miss M SC.

Lookin'good
Six of the 8 finalists chosen
last month to compete in the
Miss North Jersey Colleges
Scholarship Pageant on April
27 are fulltime MSC students.
The pageant is an official
preliminary to the New Jersey
Scholarship Pageant and Miss
America.
The 6 representatives are:
Linda Zigmund, a junior
theater major; L’lita Olshaniewsky, a music major; Cicriann
Svlvcstri, a health and physical
education m ajor; Wanda
Carter, a biology major; Jane
Dougan, also a theater major
an d A n n e O ’ B r ie n a
so p h o m o re m a jo rin g in
business education.
Sylvcstri and Dougan were
both award winners in last
year’s Miss MSC Pageant.

Carter is the present Miss
BSCU. She was chosen in
F e b r u a r y at a c o n te s t
sponsored by B S C L ’ to
culm inate Black H isto ry
Month.
Tarantino, the reigning Miss
MSC] is preparing to crown her
successor. A black belt in
karate, 1 arantino won a talent
award at last July’s Miss NJ
Pageant, where she was the
only representative from a
college in Northern NJ.
The pageant, sponsored by
the Belleville Nutley Chapter
22 D isa b le d A m e ric a n
Veterans, will be held on Sun.,
April 27, 1980, at 5 pm in the
D A V A u d ito riu m , 251
Washington Ave. in Belleville.
The official Miss America
crown is sponsored by J&R
Jewelers of Bloomfield Center.

Ed Happle
Stands For....
Ed HAPPLE Ed HAPPLE Ed HAPPLE Ed HAPPLE

Better nighttime security,

More paved parking spaces,

Freezing Student Center prices,

• Creating a student grievance board,

• And fighting tuition hikes!

Paid for hy the Students to elect Happle.

fi. I he Montclarion . I hur.,April 2+.I9HO.
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The
4 candidates
office of president of the SGA
gathered at 12 pm last Tuesday
for a press conference to
express their views and
policies. The candidates, Ed
Happle, Marty Cannon, Brian
Cige, and Jim Finnegan were
asked a number of questions
from each of the 6 panelists, 3
from The Montclarion and 3
fro m W M S C fm . T h e
conference, which was held on
the 3d floor of the Student
Center and was broadcast by
WMSC was designed to
inform the student body on the
candidates promises and past
accomplishments.

Q: W hat w ould you suggest
as an alternate method to
replace the housing lottery
system?
Brian Cige: “By the. time
you’re a senior I don’t think it’s
that necessary to live on
campus. We exempt seniors
from oncampus housing and let
more freshmen, and sopho
mores, and juniors at the
college stay on. It would be
better for the whole college in
the long run.
Q: W hat specific problems
do you see facing the
offcam pus student?
Marty Cannon: Quite a few
people that own the houses that
the people stay in offcampus
make these regulations that are
pretty unbelievable. The 1st
thing 1 would do is appoint a
director of offcampus housing
to my cabinet who would be a
liason between myself and the
offcampus students.
Q: You mentioned more
student input on faculty
hirings and firings. I would
like to know how you plan
to get the additional input
and how you will make it
more effective than
it
presently is.
Brian Cige: “ 1 feel that if we
can get the teachers to be
evaluated every year, not just
for their convenience but for
the convenience of the students
who aren’t just taking classes
when they sign up for courses
but who are taking teachers
also. It will keep the teachers on
their toes, and it will be better
off for the school.’’
Q: A fter only 1 year of
experience on the SGA,
w h at makes you more
qualified than the other
candidates?
Jim Finnegan: “ After only l
year on the S C A , 1 have seen
how inefficiently it’s run.
Students come up there to
represent their organizations
and they leave there coming
away saying who do these
people think they are treating
us like that.
Marty Cannon: “ I feel that 1
year is long enough to become
aware of the issues and what is
happening. 1 think that it’s not
the time that you are on
something, it’s what you have

1tn o c n n n f M
done during that 1time
spent.”
Q: W hat do you think is the
biggest problem facing the
campus?
Ed Happle: “One problem is
definitely parking with the
large commuter population.
They don’t have enough paved
parking spaces. I intend to
make sure that that $ 10 fee you
pay for a hunting license, that
you at least get a place to park,
and not on gravel and not in
holes, but on paved parking
lots.”
Q: You said yesterday that
you w anted to subsidize the
Faculty Student Co-op w ith
SGA funds. There isn't
enough money now for the
present student activities.
Where w ill you get these
funds for subsidization?
Jim Finnegan: “ I was thinking
of subsidizing just the
Rathskeller prices, not the
whole Student Center. The
money could come from fees
c o m in g fro m g r a d u a te
students.”
Q: W hat are your exact plans
fo r i m p l e m e n t i n g t he
im m ediate Student Center
price freeze w hich you
stated on your campaign
literature?
Ed Happle: “Students got to
realize w e ’re con su m ers;
there’s a monopoly on this
campus. We either have to use
the co-op for our benefit; right
now we’re not. We got to use
our power in the co-op and
ap p ly p re ssu re th ro u g h
boycotts. Don’t buy here,
provide buses to go elsewhere.
We must go out and protect
ourselves.”
Q: Do you plan to take any
steps to break the co-op
monopoly?
Brian Cige: “ I say we look at
the administrative channels and
see that these rules that are
brought down to us as law to
show that they really aren’t and
show that we have a lot more
flexibility than we think we do,
and as soon as we are aware of
them, something will be done.”
Jim Finnegan: “People should
be able to bring their own
lunches when they come to
s c h o o l, w hich includes
bringing their own beverages.”
Marty Cannon: “I don’t plan
to break up the co-op; what I
would rather do is to try to
improve it. What I would like
to do is get the by-laws
rewritten and to try to get them
working more efficiently for
the size they are.”
Ed Happle: “ We must make the
co-op work for students. I
th in k w e s h o u ld h ave
something downstairs so that
organizations who want to
give their events, can prepare
their own food themselves.”
Q: How do you plan to
r e p r e s e n t all s t u d e n t
f a c t i o n s on c a m p u s
Marty Cannon: “One of the
main issues I feel is the lack of

r ln n n r in r i n r r f K -it

quizzed

Ftl i n n n f l P C

i n rr n o W U ,» *- l
minorities teaching
us. What 1*
would try to do is to try to
work on search committees to
try to get more people hired to
make it more proportional.”
Ed Happle: “ We need to bring
more Black students on here;
we need to bring more faculty
members; with qply 6% Black
students on campus, that’s
really sad.
Jim Finnegan: “ One plan I am
thinking of implementing if I
am elected is to have a
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e on th e
legislature from the weekend
college students, not from a
different major but just from
the weekend college student
itself.
Brian Cige: “We have to push
affirmative action when it
comes to hiring teachers
because teachers are the role
models of the students. If you

n
m u
»>>11
have »K
the
teachers iyou
will
attract the students. I’d like to
send more minority students
and have them hired by our
admissions officeQ: As you may know, the
pharmacy program is in
jeopardy. H ow do you plan
to rescue it?
Jim Finnegan: “The obvious
and only solution to this
problem is to go to another
pharmacy, and asking them if
they could somehow imple
ment it. We have in the area
plenty of pharmacies who will
do the sam t th in g , $1
prescription for senior citizens.
Marty Cannon: “ I’m sure there
are many drugstores in the area
that would be more than
willing to take on all the new
business and I feel that if we
just go around and approach
someone else who would like

>1
i»
to do
it. 1I would be positive
they would be more than
wiliing to take on the new
business.”
Ed Happle: “Just to save the
pharmacy because I know it’s a
good program, charge $2 to
s u b s id iz e it m o re for
prescriptions. That will still
save money for the students
and still have the opportunity
to buy the products at a cheaper
price.”
Brian Cige: “ What has to be
done is that we reevaluate the
program and make more
sp e c ific deals w ith the
pharmacy companies and we’ll
have to limit the regular
customers; or just reevaluate
the program.”
Q: W hat exactly have you
d o n e in th e S G A to
significantly improve the
continued on p. 9
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MSCTV debate
decided today

Webster

Beach

officially

o p en ed

with

Monday' s

w arm weather.

by D e b b ie R eynolds
Donald H. Van Lenten,
director of public relations for
NJ Bell, spoke at yesterday’s
SGA meeting stating his hope
that his 1 week stay at MSC
will d e v e lo p a g re a te r
understanding of the variety of
roles that corporations play in
society.
“We want to see where
you’re coming from and for
you to see where we’re coming
from,” Van Lenten said.
Van Lenten will be available
in his office in College High to
speak with interested students
on improving the communica
tions between the business and
academic communities.
N ader T a v a k o li, S G A
president, met with Raymond
Stover, dean of housing to
discuss the new alcohol policy
for the dorms. As it now stands
kegs of beer may not be
delivered to dorm rooms and
alcohol may not be sold in the
lobbies.
“ We are looking for
alternatives that aren't so
severe,” Tavakoli said. “ But
we have to protect the college
where the 18 year oldi are
concerned.”
C h a rle s S a h n e r, S G A
attorney general, submitted a

written report to the legislature
updating the election progress.
“ I would like to congratulate
all the candidates for their
courtesy and fair play during
the election,” Sahner added.
Steve DiFranco, member of
M SCTV', spoke in front of the
l e g i s l a t u r e a s k in g fo r
permission to broadcast a
presidential candidate debate to
be shown over the T V
monitor systems. “There is
already a problem with
communication on campus,”
DiF ranco said. “ 1 feel we have
an obligation to the students to
broadcast this event,”
he
added.
The only suggestion of the
legislature was that all the
candidates take part in the
debate. “However, the matter
will not be decided until the
election com m ittee meets
today at 1 pm,” Marcie
Alexander, chairperson of the
committee, said.

The times the polls will be
open have been lengthened
from 11 am-2 pm to 9 am- 3 pm
on Saturday and Sunday for
the advantage of weekend
college students, and from 10
am-8 pm to 10 am -10 pm on
Tuesday for night students.

MAKE A COMMITMENT TO YOURSELF!

B R IA N

SGA President

*Student Rep. to the Board of Trustees
*SGA Legislator, 2 years
^Resident Assistant
^Member Tuition Task Force
^Member Student Center Annex & Quarry
Development Committee
*Member Montclair Athletic Commission
*Student at Montclair State
Paid for by Supporters of Brian Cige
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Glass in food
by D e n n is B lo sh u k
On April 9, 1980, campus
police responded to a call from
Bohn Hall Cafeteria and then
assisted a female student to the
infirmary after she reportedly
found glass in her food.
T h e s tu d e n t, Jo a n n e
Bowman of Room 2 0 9 ,
Webster Hall, went to the
cafeteria to eat lunch. She had a
tuna fish sandwich and when
she hit into it, she heard a
crunching sound.
Bowman then was transpor
ted to the Infirmary by the
campus police. She was
examined hv the nurse, who
looked at her mouth and teeth.
I lowever, the nurse was unable
to find anything.
James Allen, director for
Cuisine Ltd., said he found out
about the incident the next day.
Allen was not sure what it was
in the food, hut said it looked
like “a small piece of plastic.”
I le also said that the object
co u ld h ave co m e from
anywhere—the suppliers, staff
workers at the cafeteria, or
even the student herself.
. “ 1'here is no wax’ it could
have been plastic,” Bowman
said in a telephone interview on
Monday, “ I hit into it and it
crunched. It was too hard to be
plastic.”

Bowman also said she plans
to visit her ow n doctors and
have X-rays taken to see if anv
internal damage occurred.
“ The thing she bit into was
only as big as the top of a
pinhead,” Allen said, “ I’ve
been here since September, and
running the food service at
Bohn and Freeman I falls since
January* and this “has never
happened before.” Allen also
said that he makes oral incident
reports every week to Skip
L’signol, the district manager
for Cuisine Ltd.
Bowman does not know if
she is going to take action
against Cuisine Ltd. She said
that she is still discussing the
possibility with her parents.
“ The food there should fie
better prepared,” she said, “ if it
happens to me, it could happen
to someone else, and maybe
worse than this time."
Allen said that after the
incident, the food was removed
from the serving line. 1 le then
added that he checked through
it himself and could find
nothing else in it. Although he
couldn’t find anything, Allen
sail! he still threw the leftover
tuna fish away to prevent the
same thing from happening to
other students.

DON’T FORGET TO VOTE!
IS -
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SPAC unhappy
by M ik e D a v in o
The speech and theater
department Student Personnel
Advisory Committee (SPA C)
expressed “a great deal of
dissatisfaction”
with
their
education at MSC during a
meeting of speech and theater
students held on April 15 and
in a subsequent letter to the
theater division.
I)r. Wayne Bond, chairman
of the speech and theater
department said, “There is a
concern among the faculty. We
find agreem ent in many
problem s listed by the
students. I don’t think the
problems are insurmountable,
but they take time to solve.”
Among the suggestions of
th e S P A C
w e re m o re
professional training and
courses, availability of theater
e q u ip m e n t f o r s tu d e n t
productions, and representa
tion in the theater division.
The letter stated, “The
students feel that there should
be more courses with direct
application to the craft, i.e.
more professional training.”
Bond said, “We’re adding more
voice courses. I’d like to
encourage the students to
register for the courses we
offer. For example, 1 course in
particular, “Stage Combat,
Mime, and Dance” was offered
la st s e m e s te r w ith an
outstanding mime instructor.
Only 7 .people registered for

it.”
“ The students feel that the
costumes, props, and other
theater equipment should be
available to them to useon their
student productions, acting
classes, etc,” the letter said. A
library type system was
suggestedujsy the students, to
facilitate this. Bond said, “ The
use of the costumes and
equipment is a very good
suggestion. It will take time to
make it work, however.”
The letter continued, “The
students would like to be
represented on the Theater
Committee.” Bond stated,
“One of the things we have
done is to devise a procedure
for student input into play
selection. This is done by a
petition system.”
Kevin Allen who wrote the
introduction and conclusion to
the letter said, “The faculty
doesn’t let the students direct of
design in the M I S .” Bond
said, in an interview in his
office, “There will be more
opportunities for the students
to direct, act, and design. We’re
planning independent study
programs. The student will be
given a small budget.
“We must all work together
to achieve this goal of
harm ony, dedication, and
creativity in our department.
MSC must earn its designation
as a State Center for the Arts,
and then we must live up to this
title,”

The Com m ittee o f S en io rs
of

th e S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t A s s o c ia tio n . In c .
presents...

T h e S e n io r B a n q u e t
T lm r ., M a y 1 ,1 9 8 0
8 p m a t H ie C am eo , G a r fie ld , STJ
per person
2 Bids per Senior ID
Seating is lim ited so buy your bids now!

BID S OK SALE KOW IK THE SGA OFFICE
F o u rth F lo o r, Stud ent C en ter 893 -4 -2 0 2
The Student Government Association is "Students Serving Students"
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Issues pressed Info Please
continued from p. 6
student life at M SC? (i.e.
bills you have w ritten)
Brian Cige; “ I brought the
Board of Trustees to the
cafeterias both in the Student
Center and in the dorms to
make them aware of our
problems and living condi
tions I also worked on the
Tuition Task Force and
brought tuition problems to
the attention of the legislators
down in Trenton, NJ. I
basically talked to students in
my classes and made them
aw are th at the stu d e n t
government exists; that we’re
there for them.”
Jim Finnegan: “ I was 1 of the
major legislators who started a

new student program for the
fall semester. We have also sent
out questionnaires to these
students asking them how they
felt on different subjects. One
thing that I think 1 have done is
spend less time on the 4th floor
and more time with the
students asking them how they
feel and getting their opinions
on things.”
Marty Cannon: “ This year I
have worked on the Housing
Policy Advisory Committee
and I was the person who
caused a new change in the
housing contract. I believe
there were spaces for 15
foreign students on campus and
I’ve had quite a few friends
from different countries and

they approached me as to how
to get housing, so I got that
enlarged. I also wrote probably
as many bills asanyonethis year.”
Ed Happle: “ I have worked
with student organizations,
and I have represented student
organizations for the past 3
years. I think the big thing I did
this year in July 1 was elected
treasurer of the New Jersey
Student Association back in
October when it was no longer
working for the students of
M SC 1 went to Mr. Tavakoli
and M r. G a lv in w h o
represented MSC, and said,
‘NJSA is not worth students’
money. Let’s pull out,’ but
they didn’t do that until
February.”

SGA VICE-PRESIDENT
» LEGISLATOR
A n th ro p o lo g y R e p re se n ta tive

» MOHTCLARIOli
R e p o rte r

» VETERANS' ASSOCIATIQH
C o o rd in a to r

» ANTHBO-SITE NEUIS
Jo u rn a lis t

Information Please is a new
column in The M ontdarion
designed to answer student
questions.
If you need
answers maybe w e can help
find them. Please send all
questions to The Montclarion,
4th floor Student
Center or come up and see
us.

>y J im Maria
Q: W h a t is th e n e w
S tu d e n t C e n te r A n n ex
jo in g to be used fo r once
it is c o m p leted ?
A : T h e new annex will
contain a meeting room and
office space. T h e office
space will be given to the
F acultv Student C o -o p or to
some Class 2 O rganizations.
N a d e r T a v a k o li, S G A
president, feels that co-op
should not be housed in the
center because these offices
will be faculty administra
tive offices where the Class
2 Organizations are student
run organizations. If the co 
op does m ove into the new
annex, thev will have to pay
rent raised from their own
revenues,
which usually
means an increase in prices
for the center cafeteria and
the Rathskeller.
Q: W h a t provisions have
been m a d e fo r re m o v in g
handicapped, people
fro m
u p p e r flo o rs o f
b uildings in case o f an
e m e rg e n c y , such as a
fire?
A: A t this writing, there are
no mechanical means of
getting these people out o f a
burning building except to
hope that som eone is around
to carry them out. Dr.
Edw ard
M artin, interim
dean of students, states that
this has been an ongoing

^
Leadership,
A
W not Salesmanship.^

question for about 2 years
and he wishes there was a
s im p le s o l u t i o n . T h e
reaction from D r. M orris
M cG ee, a disabled teacher
with an office on the 4th
floor of Partridge Hall,
summed up the situation
best, “ All I can do is get a
bag of marshmallows, then
p ray .”
Q: R e c e n tly , I fo u n d an
ad on m y c a r fro m a
company
that
sells
research
and
term
papers.
Are
these
co m p a n ie s on th e level?
W h a t w o u ld hap p en if I
g o t c a u g h t using 1 ?
A : It is agaisnt N J laws to
sell such a paper in order for
a student to receive credit
from
an
institution
of
learning. FTowever, these
companies sell the papers
under the pretence o f being
models and escape any legal
action. T h e papers range in
su b ject from a n a ly tica l
chemistry to zoology and
can cost anyw here from $ 7
to $ l() a page. Submitting l
o f these papers constitutes
plagiarism and the penalties
range from receiving an F' in
the course in which the
offense occured to suspen
sion or expulsion from
school.
Q: I'm a fre s h m a n and I
am
having
trouble
d ec id in g w h a t courses to
ta k e n e x t se m e s te r. W h o
can I see th a t can help
me?
A : Being a freshman, you
should sec the academic
counselor of the school taht
you are registering in.
If you
are an upper classman, you
should see you r faculty
advisor.___________________ _
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C o u n try C a rn iv a l'
is com ingS
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the BAD news is...
All Cars m ust be moved from W ebster Hall
parking lot—Wed., April 3 0 by 5 pm.
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The choice is yours
by M e ry l Y o u rish

by D e b b ie R eynolds
“ I’m not afraid to do a hard day’s
work,” Marty Cannon, 20-ycar-old
junior business administration major
•and candidate for SCiA president, stated
proudly.
Cannon said, “I would like to
appoint a new member to the cabinet, a
director of off campus affairs. We can’t
forget the offcampus student. He needs
equal representation, too.”
“ I have an open mind as far as
students’ problems are coneerncd. To
help that I’d like to set up a grievance
board consisting not just of SCiA
legislators but of any interested
students. We would meet once a week
and discuss any problems students
might have.
“One thing I’d like to do is bring the
Ed Happle

Brian Cige
by C hris C arro ll

by D en n is B loshuk
“Fifty percent of the students’
m o n e y is s p e n t on s t u d e n t
organizations. We need an SC ¡A
president who can work for all the
student organizations under the SC ¡A ,"
Kd Happle, an SCiA presidential
candidate, said.
“The only power the student
population has," he continued, “ is in its
numbers. An SCiA president must be a
representative for the students and must
c a m p a ig n w ith th e s t u d e n t
organizations to get in direct contact
with the students.”
Happle, a junior political science and
economics major, has been extensively
involved with student organizations.
He was both the vice president of the
External Affairs Committee of the
SC i A and director of public relations for 1
the SCiA in 1978-79. He was appointed
to the Student Advisory Committee for
the Tuition Aid and Grant (T A G )
Program, and has been an SCiA
legislator for the School of Social and
Behavioral Sciences this past year. He
has also been a member of College Life
Union Borad (C I.L ’B), Class
I
Concerts, Black Student Cooperative
Union (BSCU ), and the Ski Club for
the past 2 years.
Happle feels that the SCiA needs to
maximize student participation. He
feels that the SCiA must go before the
students and talk to them. “ It’s hard for
people to believe in the SCiA, unless
they see the SCiA working for them all
year long,” Happle said.
1lapple said that if he is elected he will
increase security at night. “We need
more security people walking around,”
Happle said. “ The administration is
responsible for the protection of all the
students and they’re not doing their
job.”
Happle also said he would try to get
the dorm cafeterias to be used during
exam periods for studying. “ They took
away our lounges in Freeman and Stone
I tall and made classrooms out of them,”
he said. “ If we get the cafeterias, weean
use them not only for exam periods, but
possibly all year round as well,” he
added.

Jim Finnegan is running for SGA
president because he feels “the SGA
doesn’t serve the students the way it
was designed.”
The soft spoken sophomore explained,
“ They don’t inform the students of
exactly what is going on as far as the
fees they pay and the benefits they can
derive from them are concerned.”
“ I would like to set up either a table
or an office on the 2d floor of the
Student ('enter to firing the SGA to the
stu d cn ts--a n
inform ation and
complaint table," the 22-year-old office
systems and administration major
stated.
Finnegan has been an SGA legislator
this year, spent 4 years on his legislature

M arty Cannon
SGA to the students. 1 plan to spend
more time on campus than in the 4th
floor office, although I will have
specific office hours,”he said.
A legislator and chairman of the
G overnm ent and Administration
Committee for the past year, Cannon
has served 2 years on the varsity cross
country team, 1 year running varsity
track, and has been active in intramural
sports.
“ I like to socialize,” he admits. “ I’m a
student 1st. I don’t think I’m above
anyone else. Because I’m so active
around campus I know of problems that
arc unique to certain groups. That’s
important,” he said.
Cannon, a dorm resident from
Rahway, has lived off campus, on
,campus, and commuted in his 6
semesters at MSC. “ I’ve also held many
jobs on campus, from washing dishes at
Freeman Hall to working as an escort, a
job I hold now,” he adds. “ I’ve been
around,” Tj said.
An x ive member of Alpha Kappa
Psi ’ jsiness fraternity and vice
prr jent of I au Kappa Beta, Cannon
T also been active in the Residence
iall Federation, Freeman Dorm
Council, and the Housing Policy
Advisory Committee.
He concluded, “ I’d like to try. At
least give Cannon a shot.”

“ I feel I’ve accumulated the
knowledge and experience to deal w ith
the problems we have now and any
problems that may arise,” Brian Cigc, a
junior political science major and
candidate for SGA president, said.
Cige, student representative to the
Board of Trustees and a legislator for 2
years, plans to have more direct student
input on the hiring, firing, and
promoting of faculty. He also plans to
eliminate or at least put “a cap" on
course registration fees.
“ Having worked with the Board of
I rustces, I feel I know the ropes in the
administration,” he said.
Cige is in favor of hiring an outside
consultant to renew the pricing policies
and to examine, and hopefully cut,
administrative costs of the Faculty
Student Co-op. He would also like to
sec a réévaluation of the existing
housing admission policy.
“ The issues of minorities on campus
also has to be addressed. Two ways I
see to deal with this matter is to get
more minorité’ teachers because they
attract minorité students. To recruit
minority students, we should have
more minority recruiters in our
admission staff. Additionally, I see a
need tp raise the campus' consciousness
about minority problems," lie said.
A resident of Somerset, N’J, Cige has
helped “ (d ear the channels of
communication between students and
the board by actually bringing the
board to the cafeterias tor dinner and bv
introducing them to students."
Cige would also like to make SGA
President Nadar l avakoli’s idea of a
“ grievance board” a reality.
As a legislator, Cige has lobbied in
Trenton to help keep tuition costs
down, worked towards winter session
housing and keeping alcohol deliveries
on campus.
I he 21-vcar-old resident assistant of
Stone 1 (all was selected a middle states
evaluator in October 1979. He is also
on the Student (.enter Annex and
Quarry Development Committee.
"I feel I am the most qualified for the
job after 3 years of student related
experience," he concluded.

Jim Finnegan
in high school, and was a county
committeeman in Caldwell, working
on elections.
Finnegan thinks the biggest problem
faeing MSC students is parking. He
advocates less ticketing and adding
another shuttlebus.
“ I here isn’t much you can do to
solve the parking problem except add a
3d shuttlebus to bring students up from
the Quarry,” Finnegan said.
Another problem Finnegan would
like to solve is the prices in the
Rathskeller. “ I’d like to subsidize the
Rat from SGA funds,” Finnegan said,
thereby bringing down prices. He
would also like to investigate the
possibility of bringing in an outside
interest (i.c. Barnes and Noble) to lower
the prices of books in the MSC
bookstore.
I o get commuters more involved,
Finnegan would like to get the
administration to institute a “ free
period,” (an hour per day in which no
classes are scheduled so that all the
student organizations can hold their
meetings at the same time).
For the dorm and off campus
students, F innegan would like to lower
or eliminate the $10 penalty now
charged for the loss of a meal plan card.
He feels this is another unnecessary
charge which students must pay.
photos by Stan Godlewski
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Anter anti issues
by N o ra D e P a lm a
Phil Anter says lie is not dealing with
issues in his campaign because he says
the job of S(iA vice president is to
coordinate the legislature to deal with
the issues.
Anter, a junior business major is
seeking the vice presidency. I his is his
I st year at MSC, after transferring from
Union College.
Antcr's main campaign promise is to
make the students more aware of the
programs and services available to
them. “ It is hard to get the students
involved,” he said, “There is a core of
interested students, but most of the

commuters don’t know what is going
on until after things have happened.
T h e dorm stu d en ts h ave th e
advantage."
Anter also hopes to change the order
of business at SGA meetings. He wants
to go over the old business at meetings
1st, instead of having the president’s
report, because he thinks that more
students would attend the meetings if
they don't have to sit through a long,
involved president's report.
“ Ihe ('lass 2 ’s have something for all
kinds of interests, but the students don't
know about them,” he said. “Tliev
don’t have big budgets, and since they

are SC A chartered organizations, I
think the SC A should help them out by
giving them some publicity.” He
suggests the use of newsletters.
Anter wants to try to get more
money for the Montclair Transit
Account (M I A), which is state money
used by, student organizations for field
trips.
Vice president of Ins high school class
in Cranford, and student government
legislator at Union College, Anter is
currently an SC A legislator, vice
president of social affairs for Tau Kappa
Beta fraternity, and a member of Chi
Alpha.

Dalton responds
by A d a m S o m m e rs
for an increase in the availability of
“ 1 want to make the SC A more
temporary overnight decals. s.
responsible and responsive,” Karen
“ I'll move to organize both a boycott
D alton , S C A vice presidential
of the bookstore and bus trips to Barnes
candidate, stated.
and Noble m N\ ,’ she said.
“ The vice president is also the
Dalton explained that there isn't
speaker of the legislature. I can guide
much she could do about the
the legislators to become more i reorganization of schools. “Some
responsive to the needs of the students.
classes will either lie merged or
Also, as a quarter of the executive board
dropped; the only thing I can do is fight
I can play a major part in solving
to keep the courses that the students
problems,” she said.
want most."
Dalton is addressing herself to 4
Dalton plans to organize an
major problems on campus. They are:
“antituition hike” task force. I his force
the parking situation, the bookstore,
would organize demonstrations and
reorganization of schools, and tuition
protests against the hikes.
hikes.
“ I will also recommend that only cars
She said that if elected she will push
that are in dangerous spots, or blocking

a road, or a fire zone be towed away;
and that no municipal tickets be issued
on campus,” Dalton stated.
“ I’ll try .to keep ‘operation letterdump' going all year,” she said.
Dalton stressed that she would try to
make the college more responsive
towards students and “ less money
hungry.” She added that if she could
not accomplish this she would at least
try for the same goals in the SGA.
Some of Dalton’s past activities
include being an SGA legislator, a
columnist for The Mont clarion, a
writer for l a Campana, and 1 of the
organizers of the bookstore boycott last
semester.

Karen Dalton
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Bannon is involved

Charlee Bannon

by M e ry l Y o u rish
“ I want to do something more for the
students,” Charlcc Bannon, candidate
for SCÌA secretary, said. “ I want to be
more involved in theS( ¡A ,” she added.
I lie 19-year-old freshman said that she
is not “just a secretary.” Bannon said
that she will help formulate SCÌA policy
if elected, and that she will look into
more services for the students, such as a
dental program.
Bannon, a psychology major, was a
legislator this year, the secretary of the
Summer Dorm Council, and is the
aeting secretary of the S( •A and the
Public Relations Committee.

“ I will definitely maintain the present
office hours," Bannon stated. She also
intends to work with the Public
Relations Committee to better promote
the SGA with more SGA news, press
releases, and other literature.
“ I want to make the SGA aware of
the students as well as making the
students aware of the SGA. I want
more and better communication
between the SC ¡A and the students,”
Bannon said.
Bannon intends to do more than she is
required to do by the constitution. “ I’m
one-fourth of the T.xeeutive Board. I do
have a say. I am representing the

students, too,” the redhead said.
Bannon cites being chairman of the
Bond IssueComnuttec, a member of the
Board on Transportation Affairs, and a
student representative to the Student
Association as some of her credentials
for the position of SCÌA secretary.
“ I have worked closely with the
T.xeeutive Board," Bannon said. “ I have
also been an active legislator. I know
what the students' complaints are, and I
can bring them to the T.xeeutive
Board,” she added. "I will get it done,”
she concluded.

Vote in the SGA elections April 2630th in the Student Center.
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Pedalino wants changes

Laura Pedalino

by N a e d in e H azell
“ I want to reach out and bring the
student government closer to rite
students,” Laura Pedalino said.
Pedalino is a perky freshman running
for the position of S(iA secretary.
Pedalino shows enthusiasm for
student government and is willing to
serve her fellow students. She feels that
her past involvement, her present
credentials, and her extensive plans for
the future, should she be voted SGA
secretary, speak for themselves.
\ large part of the reason Pedalino is
running is because "I feel there’s a need
to have someone on the Executive
Board who wants to go out and work
with the students,” Pedalino said

emphatically.
I he petite business administration
major wants to see some changes. She
would like to have the SGA Office
open at least 3 nights a week and on
Saturday and Sunday afternoons, “ lo r
the weekend college students and the
dorm students. I'm willing to work the
office hours myself.” She would also
like to write up a weekly newsletter to
inform students what the SGA is doing
anil what is going on in the particular
week, and to write stories in The
Mon/ clarion.
Student government is nothing new
to Pedalino, she feels she is very
qualified tor the position, “ because I’ve

always been involved in student
government. All through high school I
was elected secretary of my class every
\ ear, and of course served on the
student government. I love working
with people." I his tear Pedalino
s c r v cd a s s e c r e t a r y o f t h e
Appropriations Committee and a
freshman legislator for the SGA.
“ I want to bridge the gap between the
student government and all the students
on campus, in the interests of better
communication,’ Pedalino said. “ I
want to go bevond my office work. I
want to work with more of my
classmates and get them involved with
the SG A ," Pedalinosaid with concern.

Garrett checks funds
by M a ry A n n D e F io re
“The treasurer should not interfere
with the programming of the ('lass l ’s.
He or she should be making sure that
they arc operating effectively and
efficiently,” Scott Garrett, candidate
for SGA treasurer, said.
He plans to eliminate much of the red
tape and paperwork which has been
started this year, while continuing to
“maintain a close check on where the
funds go.” His campaign platform
includes the establishment of an
information sharing program for all
Class 1 treasurers, a student newsletter
breaking dow n SGA expenditures, and
conducting presentations for any
interested student groups on the SGA

financial system.
The 20-year-old political science
major cited his 6 years of experience
operating and managing an agri
business in his hometown of Sussex,
NJ. “ 1 have gained knowledge and
practical experience in accounting,
bookkeeping, inventory control,
accounts receivable and payable, and in
decision making,” he said, relaxing in
his Freeman Hall room.
During his past 3 years at MSC, he
has maintained a 3.5 cumulative
average, while running the entire
business on weekends spent at home.
Garrett is presently serving his 3d
year as an SGA legislator, and is a

member of both the External Affairs
and Government and Administration
(G&A) Committees. He is a former
chairman of the External Affairs
Committee. Eor the past 1.5 years,
Garrett has been a member of the
Council on International and National
Affairs (C1NA), recently having been
chosen publicity chairman.
He has also been spending his time
this semester serving on a congressional
internship with Congressman James
Courier (R -13). Garrett works out of
Courter’s Sussex Office doing case
work, which involves solving the
problems and complaints of the
constituents.

S co tt Garrett
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Stubofsky will advise
by C h ris C arroll

Jay Stubofskv

“ I believe that anyone wanting to be
treasurer who truly w ants to work with
the students at MSC' should realize that
this is a fulltime position,” Jay
Stubofsky, candidate for treasurer of
the SGA. said.
Stubofsky, a legislator for the past
year, has a genuine concern about
student fees. “ I believe the students
should be informed of where their
money is going,” he said.
I he accounting, finance, and
marketing major b interested in
tightening up SGA investments and
looking into “ long range planning.”
“ I believe there’s more than enough
money, it just has to lie managed.” lie
said.

Stubofsky feels there is a need to
“tighten up the SGA operations
budget.” This could be done by cutting
office expenses and by putting more
emphasis on allocating these formerly
misappropriated funds toward student
needs, he said.
I he 2()-ycar-old junior is in favor of
allocating more money for ('lass 2
Organizations because “’I’hev are as
important to the students as ('lass I
O rg a n iz a tio n s .
I’he ’('la s s 2
Organizations “should not have to
come up here and beg tor monev," he
added.
A member of the Co-op Student
I ask force. Stulxifskv wants people to
know that the "treasurer is not a
bookkeeper.” Stulxifskv believes that it
should not be strictly up to the treasurer

to decide how much money goes to the
Class I and 2 Organizations. “ I should
be there to advise them, not to tell them.
It’s their monev and they have a right to
use it,” he said.
Stulxifskv , a member of the SO \
Appropriations Committee, would like
to “cur out' a lot of waste and put it into
programming through the Class 1
Organizations. He stressed the point
that he would fie available to offer his
services to all students anv rime that
they need them.
A resident of M ontclair. \|
Stubofskv is cochairman of the Special
Committee on Parkinir.
Stubofskv
believes a
treasurer
should be responsible, vet responsive
to riie needs of MS< undents.

Vote in the SGA elections April
26 -30th in the Student Center.
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Brown for change

Ken Brown

by D e b b ie R eynolds
“ I can work with anyone,” Ken
Brown 20-year-old political science
and English major and candidate for the
position of student representative to the
Board of Trustees, stated.
A member of Class 1 Concert’s stage
crew, Brown believes that although the
trustees meet only once a month, the
position of student representative to the
board shouldn't be a once a month
position. “ I believe that if I could
become close with the students as well
as with the members of the SGA a lot
could be done.
“ One thing I would like to see is the
board meetings publicized more,” he
added, “Student input is important.

“ The student rep should be more
student oriented,” he commented. “ I
feel the board position is a good one.
There is a lot of potential in it and many
great possibilities. It needs the right
person,” he added.
“ As rep I would become more
involved in committees as well as work
on my personal projects for the
students,” Brown said.
“ I am also looking forward to getting
to know the trustees. If I can win their
respect it is definitely a step in the right
direction,” Brown said.
One of Brown’s projects would
include a construction schedule that will
complement the students because“ The
noise factor is such a problem now.”

An on campus resident, Brown has
also lived off campus and believes an off
campus group should be set up by the
housing office to investigate all rooms
and apartments before students arc
allowed to rent them. “ It may be
difficult in the beginning but it will be
worth it later on.”
Brown, a member of 3 honor
societies—Phi Gammu Mu, Phi Kappa
Phi, and Pi Sigma Alpha—currently
works in the Student Center as a
building manager.
“ I spend 30-60 hours a week in the
Student Center and I’m on campus from
6-7 days,” he said. “ I’m easily
accessible and easy to talk to.”

Ustas stays close
by S h a ri Kirkup
Running for the position of student
representative to the Board of Trustees
is Debbie L'stas, a junior sociology
major at MSC. She has been actively
involved in the SCI A for the past 3
years.
“The main issues that I plan to focus
upon if I am elected is 1st to have the
student representative to the Board of
Trustees serve as more than just a
liaison between the students and the
administration. 1 will confront those
issues related to the Board of Trustees
such as possible faculty cutbacks due to
budget cuts and the state level campus
alcohol policy. 1 will also be focusing

my attention on other areas of student
concern which must be redirected onto
a more active level,” L'stas stated.
Ustas started her involvement in the
S(ìA her 1st year at MSC by becoming
a freshman at large, and a student
representative, for the sociology
department. In her sophomore year she
was secretary of the Appropriations
Committee.
This year Ustas is involved in a
number of positions, 1 of which is the
vice president for the Internal Affairs
Committee. She also serves as a student
representative for the M ontclair
Athletic Commission (M AC), and the
Space Allocations Committee,which is

responsible for allotingavailable space
to different areas on campus.
Ustas explained that during the past
year she was responsible for reinitiating
the Student L ib ra ry A d v iso ry
Committee,which enables students to
have an input into the workings of the
library. In addition to this she was able
to get the library to extend their closing
time 1 hour during exam period. She is
chairperson of the Committee of
Seniors , which is responsible for
coordinating all senior activities. Ustas
also serves on the Search Committee
and the Committee to Select Who’s
Who in American Colleges and
Universities.
Debbie Ustas

Siegel stands firm
by C h ris C arro ll
“ I feel this position needs someone
who’s articulate, someone who can be
firm on a position and stand up for
what’s right,” Ralph Seigel, candidate
for student representative to the Board
of Trustees, said.
The 20-year-old junior sociology
major has been president of Chi Alpha,
a Christian fellowship on campus, for
the past 2 years. This fellowship
sponsors speeches, coffee houses, and
movies on campus.
“ In Chi Alpha, I’ ve learned
organization, I’ve learned discipline,
and I’ve learned commitment,” he said.
Known to many by his professional

name, “ Ralph the Clown,” Seigel runs
his own clown business and works a
couple shows a week all over the state.
“As a clown, I have to keep my own
books, my own records, and run my
own business,” he said.
Seigel, a resident of Pine Brook, NJ,
held 2 shows in the Student Center so
far this school year.
Although he has no experience in the
SGA, Seigel is confident that he can
handle the job. “ I don’t believe in
promising anything, I believe in
doing,” he said.
Through his business and Chi Alpha,
Seigel has worked with many people.
“ I’m involved with people. I think I

Ralph Seigel
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-have an understanding of all different
types of people,” he said.
“ I think I’m qualified and I also think
the other 2 people are qualified.
Whoever wins, if they’re sincere in
what they’re doing, I think they’ll
represent the students. If the students
think I’m qualified, they’ll vote for
me,” he said.
“ I’m not a politician. I’m confident
that if it’s G od’s will for me to win, I’ll
win. I trust in G od,” he said.
“ I’m involved with people. Most of
my life revolves around this campus,”
he said.
“Whether I’m elected or not, I want
to help,” he concluded.
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He has proven that he has the creative ability to initiate
new ideas and projects. Nor only can he pinpoint student
needs in developing these ideas, but he has the personal
drive to follow through with them, and make them a reality.
He made the initial moves to stop the recent liquor
controls in the dorms. He took the first steps towards
opening the dorms during vacation periods his first month
in office as representative to the board of trustees. If he
becomes president, he has promised to evaluate the “ high”
late fees during registration, and he has pledged to
restructure student input into faculty hiring and firing. Cige
is open to student input to determine other problems.
We have every reason to believe that as SG A president he
can do even more for the students.
With your vote April 26 to 30, you can elect Brian Cige.
We have but one chance a year to decide the fate of student
government at M SC, to insure that it will be strong for
another year.
You can be certain with Cige.
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The students of MSC are about to elect the 1 person who
will most directly influence the operations of SG A for the
next year. We believe Brian Cige is the best person.ro serve
the college as our next SG A president.
T h e job of SG A president is a difficult one. Cige has
shown that he has every quality crucial for the job.
More than any other single student on this campus, Cige
has a track record that is unequalled in devotion and
sincerity to the students.
He has seen the SG A from the inside. As a legislator for 2
years, as a resident assistant in the dorms, as a student
representative to the Tuition Task Force, and the Student
Center Annex and Q uarry Development Committee, Cige
knows every issue that faces every student on this campus.
As the student representative to the board of trustees, he
has seen the work of the administration from the inside of
private trustees meetings. He has proven to the
administration that he is an honest and forceful
representative of the students.
And he has done his work with the utmost of
thoughtfulness and integrity.
One year is a very short time for a person to do the job of
SG A president. One year is even inadequate to learn the
job. Cige, however, has been in training for the position
since the 1st day of his freshmen year.
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On the Ram page/Nora DePalma

An eye for an eye
lr is May 1980. Joseph J.
Preppic
graduates from
Montbear State College with a
3.75 cumaltivc, a degree in
broadcasting and a dream of
breaking into big-time T V
news. He was editor of bis
school paper and worked on
the campus T V station.
His 1st job interview comes
along and he finds himself
competing for a good paying
reporting job against 2 other
people.
The 1st person is Suzanne
L ib b er, a loud-m outhed
creature who graduated from
an all girls college with a 3.45
cumulative, a degree in bra
burning,and a lot of experience
writing stories about how
disgusting it is for a women to
lower herself to be a housewife.
She does not follow world
events since all newspapers are
sexist because they only cover
world events and most of the
world leaders are male. In her
eyes, men that lookat her legs
are sexist, the word mailman is
sexist (it should be personperson) and since God created
man 1st, she wants to take Her
to the Supreme Court for being
sexist.
■The 2nd person is Roger

Minority, who also graduated
from Montbear State. He has a
3.49 cumulative and a degree in
acting oppressed. He did not
join the newspaper or the T V
station because he decided
before he even went to inquire
about them they would
discriminate against him,
because of a heart-shaped mole
on his left cheek.
\

Minority joined a group of
people, who together with a
sympathetic political science
professor, hold protests about
racism. Minority says the
student leaders are racist
because they do not go out and
personally invite every person
with a heart-shaped mole on
their face to join their
organizations. He says that
anyone who pokes fun at
Newark, as a place to live, is
racist because there happen to
be a lot of heart-shaped mole
people living there. (Have you
ever counted the number of
jokes about people who live in
South Jersey?)
So, you have Preppic,
Libber, and Minority going for
the same job. You tell me who
is going to get the “Don’t call
us, we’ll call you” line.
1 may fail to see something
here, but I don’t know wlvat is
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so different about turning
down a white male for a jobso a
less qualified Black man can
have it,' then it was years ago to
turn down a more qualified
Black man because of his skin
color? What was started by
women and minority groups as
positive steps toward equality
in life tor all persons has now
become an cye-for-an-cye
philosophy that society owes
these people something. Aren’t
we going to end up right back
where we started?
Why can’t we accept people
for a job, or for their friendship
on th e basis o f th e ir
performance, kindness, and
wisdom, instead of their skin
color, sex, or the lack of a heartshaped mole on their cheek?
Preppie did get a job, by the
way. He’s not following his
dream, but he is comfortably
off. However, on the wav
there, he learned something he
never knew before—resent
ment. A man that never had a
prejudiced bone in bis body
before, now has the makings of
becoming a real Archie Bunker
before his life is over.
But at least the employers
met their quotas.

Sow Dehilm is a columnist for
The Montchrnoii.
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Students Speak

W ho is fo o lin g whom?
" It has been said that the majority o f students have cheated 1 time or another. Do you agree?”
by S u e S c h n a id t and J o h n V a lla n c o u rt
“ Yes. I haven’t taken I class here vet
where at least 25% of the class hasn’t
cheated. But I don't
cheat.”

“ I don’t know if it is a majority, but
in my classes l know people cheat
whenever they get the •
chance.”

“ I say it is just a matter of human
nature. Nobody’s perfect. When you
see the. opportunity, I
anvonc would take!
it.”

liliiior Thorton
19S'2 broadcasting

“ Yes, definitely. I .specially if classes
aren't in one's major. If it is just a
required course, most
people cheat. But I
never cheated."
Ilrian Carlson
1 9 S’ I nudeclared

1ngie (.avallarti
19S ) business
administra
“ Me, cheat? Mow do von know it
I’m telling the truth 9

“ I would say at least half the people
on this campus cheat. I don’t think it’s
only on tests. Many studci
papers on to each
other, which is also a
form of cheatinti.”
M itzi (.ornali
/ 9SI early childhood
education
“Oh, I guess that
means 1 have no one to
cheat off of!"
Tim Hickey
19SI businessadministration"

Tele (ìnlline a
! 9S > unde(hired P**

“ No. I don't think so .That statement
is a generality and that isn’t right to say.
ou can’t speak for
everybody on cam
pus.”

Anne Marie Speranza
19 SI family and child

On Second Thought/Meryl Yourish

Big hopes and false promises
It’s election time. By now you’ve
seen the posters, heard the candidates,
maybe gone to 1 of their parties or even
(gasp) shook one’s hand. You can
always tell a candidate this time of vearthey’rc the ones in your, class who
haven’t looked at you all semester and
suddenly walk up to you, grasp your
hand, and say, “ Hi. What arc you doing
tonight? Do you need a loan? Would
you like me to wash your car? (iot a
baby I can kiss?”
Aren’t they sweet?
One thing that rarely changes arc the
cliches that you hear the candidates use
year after year after year, ad nauseum.
“ I’m not gonna stand up here and
make a lot of promises 1 can’t keep."
livery candidate uses this one. Then
the\ proceed to make promises that
they can't or don’t keep.
“ I’m going to bring the SO A back to
the students.”
I his is what’s known
as “ grass coots" campaign. “Orass
roots campaign ,” incidentally, is
another cliche.
I didn’t know anyone had taken the
SO A away from the students. I could
have sworn that all of the legislators
were students, anil all of the Olass 1
people, too. I could be wrong., They
may really all be un d ercover

A
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of

administrators.
“ I'm not going to be a puppet of the
administration!”
Ho, hum. We’ve heard that before.
This quote is usually followed by a
long, violent, diatribe (didn't think I
knew that 1, did you?), usually against
the present administration and The
Montclarion, accusing both of covering
up and selling out. If this candidate
wins, he is I of the 1st to snuggle up to
the administration. So much tor
independence.
“’¡ ’he Faculty Student Co-op is
ripping us off!”
Anyone who has ever walked into
the Student Center knows that.
Anyone who follows student politics
also knows that the Co-op merely
laughs at students’ demands to lower
prices. They know that they have a
virtual monopoly on campus and that
no matter how loudly we shout, 90% of
us will still eat lunch here, 90% of us
will still buy books here, and 90%, of us
will still use the Rathskeller and Came
Room. It makes great campaign
rhetoric, but that’s about as far as it
usually goes.
“I want to be more in touch with the
students.”
That’s a pretty tall order. What if
Am e r ic a . .«
T MEAM I QuiT
ALL that STUFF- •REALlV
DRUGS •- i s
I
JUST mot
AMYMoRE- ■

some of them don’t want to be touched?
1 his could result in assassination.
“ I’m going to give the students
(fill in the blank with a number from 1 1000) more parking spaces."
Candidates love to say that. Once
they get in office, the)' loveto usethis as
a promise they have kept. What they
neglect to tell you is that the college has
already begun to build those spaces, and
that the\' would have been built during
that candidate’s term anyway. This is
what is known as skillful manipulation
of facts. Not lying—manipulation of
facts.
“ I want to be more involved in the
SO A .”
Translation: I want recommendat
ions and resume material. Hey, there’s
nothing wrong with that. Being the
assignment editor is going to look great
on my resume, too. It's just that I would
like to hear once—just once—somebody
say that they ’re in it for the resume. Or
law school.
Fortunately, a usual byproduct of the
above cliche is that the candidate does
manage to do a little work for the
students. After all, you’ve got to be able
to say what you did, not just what you
were.
“ I feel I am the best person for the
job."
I should hope so. It would look

pretty funny if a candidate got up and
said, “ Well, actually I think my
opponent will do a better job than I will,
but you should vote for me because I'm
cuter." That would indicate aver) poor
campaign manager.
“ I’m going to have a column in The
Montclarion.''
That’s my personal favorite. Now, I
don't mind the candidates saving tharand most of then: do. I think it's a good
idea. The only thing that (withers me is
that not I ol them ever asks us before
they start throwing our name around. I
mean, conic on guys, have a little
common courtesy!
Another thing is that history has
show n that after the 1st week of the
year, the elected candidate stops
writing. As tar as I can tell, SC ■A
legislators and F.vecutive Board
members write only when it pleases
them, or w lien the) want to sound off.
Another promise broken.
W ell, there you have it. The 1980
pick your candidate show. You pas s
your money and you takes your choice.
Just don't he too heartbroken when you
hear the candidate that you voted for
reverse his policy next year. It happens
all the time.
Meryl ionrisli is the assignment editor.
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Soapbox

Student loses Spanish scholarship
lo the editor:
I am x\ riting in reference to a problem
which I feel deserves prompt attention.
I am alluding to the amount of time
required tor a grade change to appear on
a student's official transcript. Due to the
ludicrous time period involved in this
process, I have been unjustly denied a
$300 scholarship.
On Jan. 26, 1980, I applied for, and
was granted, a grade change in I class
which raised my grade point average
from a 3.77 to a 4.0. On Feb. 29, 1980,
I picked up a copy of my official
transcript from the Office of the
Registrar to submit to the International
Studies A ssociation ol Bergen
Community College as a partial
application tor a scholarship to study at
the University of Madrid, Spain.
Noting that I am a Spanish major here at
MSC, this would he extremely
beneficial to me.
I he criteria for obtaining the
scholarsh ip w ere the stu d en t's
transcript and score on an exam of the
Spanish language. The scholarship was
given to all students w ith a combined
score of ISO points or more. I was
notified that I had scored 1 77 points and
was therefore denied the scholarship.
With subsequent research, I learned that
the grade change had not appeared on
my transcript when 1 filed for it on Fell.
29, 1980. I immediately returned to the
Office of the Registrar and had a correct
transcript sent and reapplied, but was
denied the scholarship again because it
was too late. I have since been informed
by the Review Committee that had the
correct information been sent on my
transcript initially, I would have been
granted the scholarship.
I draw this to your attention in order
that a remedy may be found for this
situation; if not for me than for other
students, so that they should not haveto
suffer from the inadequacies of the
present system.
Cl,tire L. C,iffrev
I VS) Spanish

The purpose of this exhibit was to
make the students, faculty, and staff of
MSC aware of the diverse aspects of the
Italian culture, as well as informing
them of the existence of this club.
As a Class 2 organization, the ISO
must prove itself worthy of this title to
the SO A. A wax of doing this is to try
to involve the people on this campus in
whatever events the club sponsors. The
ISO was doing just that,but how can it
possibly gain attention and good
publicity to itself without the help of
/ lie Mont clarion?
My question "Where was The
Mont clarion}" pertains to the lack of any
interest by The Montelarion in this
event. In the early afternoon the
secretary of the ISO went to The
Montdarion Office and asked if a
photographer would come down to
take pictures. I lie response was no.
I he 1st reason given w as that the
camera was broken; the 2d reason was,
we shouldn’t have waited until the day
of the event to ask for pictures.
My response to these excuses are: 1st,
it doesn’t seem likely to me that The
Montdarion has only 1 camera; and 2d,
the ISOdidn’t wait until the day of the
event to ask for coverage
A letter to all campus organizations
was sent out 1 week prior to the event
explaining it and inviting them all. The
Montdarion received 1 of these letters.
As a matter of fact, it lay right on the
desk of the person who told us “you
shouldn’t have waited.”
A {rosiina Caffi¡altiUffa
IVSI marketing

Let' s
keep
Kirschbaum

Where
were
you?
To the editor:
Where was The Montclarion} On
March 25, 1980, when the Italian
Student Organization (ISO), a Class 2
organization, held an Arts & ('rafts
F.xhibir in the Student ('e n te r
Ballrooms B and C from 10 am-5 pm.

l o the editor:
I would like to clear up a few facts
regarding the April 8, 1980 Board of
Trustees meeting that Mary Ann
DeFiore reported on.
That evening, there were 10 of us
there representing a large portion of fine
arts students. W e were not led by our
chairman, William McCrcath. We were
there to get some answers regarding the
trustees refusal to reappoint 1 of our
finest professors, Roliert kirschbaum.
M y fellow students selected me to act as
spokeswoman that evening.

kirschbaum had been denied
reappointment after l)r. David W .1).
Dickson, MSC president, received
complaints from 6 students (3 of whom
never studied with kirschbaum). They
totally disregarded the positive reports
from the Faculty Personnel Advisory
C o m m itte e (I P A C ) , S tu d e n t
Personnel A d visory C om m ittee
(SP A( '), chairman of fine arts, and the
dean of the School" tor Fine and
Performing Arts. All of the above
recommended his reappointment.
W e were very disappointed because
the trustees and Dickson would not
give us any straight answers. It is very
upsetting to think they could just
disregard 4 committee reports that have
always been regarded as valid
institutions at MSC.
Out of respect tor all concerned or
involved in this ease, I will retrain from
discussing any other details at this time.
We are still awaiting Dickson's and the
trustee’s decision. For the sake tit the art
students and the reputation of MSC's
School of l ine and Performing Arts, I
can only hope they reappoint
kirschbaum before we lose him to
another art school.
Denise l)et torre
l‘resident Fine Iris Club for Education
Chairman, Fine Arts SF. IC
l o the editor:
I have obtained my BA as a fine arts
major in January 1979. I am currently
continuing nondegree work.
I became particularly interested in the
printmaking program. I lie impressive
volume and quality of work which I
observed coming from the studio
captured my interest and, therefore, I
enrolled in "Printmaking I,” taught by
Roliert kirschbaum. He set high
standards and I am pleased to have
found him capable and w illing to assist
the students in achieving these
standards. I certainly feel it would be in
the best interest of the student Ixidy to
retain a teacher of this calibre in this
position.
Lettore A. Calma
MSC Alumni

Gallopo
defended
To the editor:
As a former student in Dr. Andrew
(iallopo’s Organic Chemistry class, I
would like to comment on some of the
allegations made against him by 2
Iranian students, Ali and Nooshin
loussi.

Let’s begin again. Vote

FINNEGAN
SGA President
...and begin to have a voice at MSC

First of all, the prohibition of sharing
calculators by 2 students during an
exam period is and always has been a
policy equally applied to all students.
Furthermore, it is stated by the
professor well in advance of the exam so
that it should be no surprise to any of his
students.
Secondly , while it is true that Dr.
( iallopo’s grading system is stringent, it
is also fair to expect a higher degree of
performance by all students enrolled in
an upper level chemistry course.
P en alties for m in or m istakes
(misplacing a percentage symbol) may
seem harsh, but I sincerely doubt that
the students overall performance and
subsequent final grade w ill be judged on
these. I suspect that such imposed
penalties are served to deter future
errors of the same nature and
carelessness.
Regarding the allegation of refusing
to answer questions in class, I can offer
previous class experiences.in which Dr.
(iallopo acted similarly. While he
welcomes relevant questions to the
material being presented. Dr. (iallopo
justifiably refuses to answer mundane
questions which stem from a student’s
incompctcncy in basic general chemical
principles. Since organic chemistry is an
advanced course, the professor is acting
in the best interest of the class to avoid
wasting the short time allotcd, and to
cover the required lengthy subject
material.
Of course I cannot judge any
personal antagonism between (iallopo
and the I oussi’s, but based upon some
of their allegations it would seem that
Dr. (iallopo is in fact prcdjudiccd
against A L L SI L’D F X F S and that is
certainly not the case. I have found this
professor to be among the best
anywhere.
j oh„ /> Grif f i „
19 8 0 /biology

Bravo!
lo the editor:
Surprise, drama, color, excitement,
and beauty, had me sitting on the edge
of my seat throughout this year’s
Spring Dance Festival.
There was drama and depth .in
“ Muse;" liveliness in the colorful “Justa
Quick Bit;" relaxation in “Triad;"
unison in “ Fancy Colors;" a fantastic
concept of freshness and beauty in
"Free T o.B e Bound;" excellent jazz in
“ M ovin’ O n ;" and quality of
movement in “ Dawning.’’ Truly a very
professional performance!
Barbara Bughee
Office Services

I
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Excuse m e.
by Lisa Burkhart

How well do you honestly
think you know MSC? How
aware are you of student
activities, services that are
available to you, and what you
pay for when you’re a student
at MSC?
These are some of the
questions The Montclarion staff
attempted to answer in a recent
su rv e y th e y co n d u cte d .
Overall, the results of the
survey were good—students
were much more aware than
the- staff had orig in ally
predicted they would he.
Although there were several
question n aires that were
virtually blank, many more
had every question correctly
answered.
The survey only touched
upon the basic questions,
things that the staff felt every
student should know. How
well would you have done on
the following questions?:
1 . W h a t is M S C ' s
president's name? David W.
I). Dickson is the correct
answer. Dickson came to MSC
in the fall of 1973, and took
over as president after Thomas
H. Richardson left the college.

president's name?Curiously
enough, about half of the 126
questionnaires we received
called SGA president Nader
Tavakoli simply “Nader.” It
would be interesting to find out
if the students thought
“ Nader” was his last name, or
is they felt so close to him that
they knew only his 1st name.
3. Who is the dean of your
school, or your department
chairman? Most students
knew the name of their
department chairman; few
could name the dean of their
school.
4 . W hat was the name of
the dean of students who
just retired in December?
Only 35 students correctly
answered that Lawton Blanton
was the former dean of
students. A few more guessed
that Edward Ma'rtm,-Wfrenrly

interim dean of students, was
the 1 who had recently retired.
This figure seems curious in
light of the fact that the
function of a dean of students is
to administrate student services
such as housing, veteran
services, and Career Services,
as well as handling student
problems. The Office of the
Dean of Students is located in
College Hall.
5. W hat does you SG A
fee pay for? Most answered
only “ student activities.”
Those who cited specific
examples commonly named
functions of the Class 1
Organizations, which is what
the majority of the almost
$ 5 0 0,000 budget of SGA does
go for. About $100,000 of the
SGA budget pays for services
such as legal aid counseling, the
Drop-in Center, a yearly
calendar, and other operations
of the SGA proper. Each
fulltime student pays $24 per
semester for SGA.
6. On your tuition bills,
w hat does the M A C fee pay
for? Only 21 students knew
that the fee pays for the
Montclair Athletic Commis
sion (M A C ), the group that
appropriates money to the
intercollegiate sports teams.
Tulltime students pay $10 for
the MAC' fee every semester.
7. W hat does the student
b u ild in g s fee pay for?
A lm o s t e v e r y s tu d e n t
answered the Student Center,
or maintenance of the building.
This answer is correct, but it
tells only part of the story.
The fee used to be called the
Student Union Building Fee.
In 1978, the fee was renamed
Student Buildings Fee, to cover
construction of the $9.1
million Student Center Annex
and the Quarry Development
Project. The Quarry will soon
have athletic fields and a locker
building, thanks to student
fees.
The fee does not, however,
pay for any part of housing.
This is supported entirely by
dorm students in their rent.
8.
D o you purchase a
parking decal every year?
Campus police should be
pleased to find out that 88 of
our 126 students polled do buy
a S 10 parking decal every year.
The fees are supposed to pay
for.upkeep of the parking lots.
9. H ow many dorms does
M S C have? The answer is 4—
Freeman, Webster, Stone, and
B ohn, and 1 apartm ent
com plex, the C love Rd.
Apartments. Approximately
1,500 students live on campus.
1 0 . Where is th e Health
Center located?
The
Gilbreth Health Center can be
found directly behind Freeman
Hall, and is equipped for minor
student health problems. A
doctor is on the premises most
mornings. The Center does
pregnancy and V I) tests, firstaid, and some check ups.

the businesses in the building.
For those students who
could not give the correct
answer, the space was filled
with interesting adjectives to
describe how they felt about
the services. Someof the mildci
comments called the unknown
group “crooks,” “somebody
rich,” and a “rip-off.”
19. W hat is distinctive
about the Weekend Col
lege? (other than the fact
16.
Have you ever met that classed are offered on
11.
Where is the Financial
weekends) Only 15% of the
w ith an academic counse
Aid Office? This seems to be
lor Ninety percent of our
students we asked could
an easy question for students to
answer that Weekend College
students polled responded yes
answer—on the 3d floor of
to this question. Academic
is a bilingual program for
College Hall.
counselors review
student
Spanish speaking students.
13. Where is campus
2 0 . W hat construction
transcripts to insure that they
police headquarters? The
project will soon begin on
meet all the common core,
importance of this question lies
campus? (choose 1 of the 2)
school core, and general
in the fact that temporary
At the time that this survey was
education requirements as well
parking permits must be
started, construction had not
obtained by visitors, and
as fulfilling their majors.
anyone wishing to park on
18.
Briefly, w h at does the vet begun on the new dorm,
the Student (.enter Annex, or
campus between 1:30-6:30 am.
Drop-in Center do? The
Quarry Development Project.
It is also important for anyone
Drop-in Center is between the
At the beginning of our
needing help.
Student C en ter and the
polling,
few students could
Campus police headquarters
Math/Science building, and is
answer the question, but soon
is not in the white shack by
a peer counseling center and
the blanks were all answered
College Hall, as several
referral service. The center is
with the “new dorm.” Less
students answered. The police
open 24 hours a day, and also
than
5 of the students answered
occupy more spacious offices
handles information about the
anything to do with the annex,
across the street behind the
c o lle g e , tr a n s p o r t a t i o n
parking lots.
14. Nam e 2 services that
SGA provides you. Again,
most students could only cite
examples such as movies, beer
parties, the yearbook, the
Daytona trip, i'lie Montclarion,
and other Class l functions.
Few could name the services
of SG A proper, which are legal
aid, prescriptions, duplicating,
notary public, the Drop-in
Center, emergency call boxes,
the Board on Transportation
Affairs, and car pooling
schedules, and other helpful
and no student mentioned
information.
bits of information. anything about the Quarry
15. W hat is the office on
1 7. W ho runs the
Project.
campus that helps graduat
bookstore. Rathskeller, and
ing seni or s and ot h e r
cafeteria? Well, it was a close
students find jobs? There are
race
in the answers, but SGA
2 acceptable answers to this
was favored in 13 of the
question—Career Services is
questionnaires, and the right
essentially a placement office,
answer of Faculty Student Co
and Co-op Education gives
op was listed only 9 times.
students credit for a job that is
Faculty-Student Co-op is a
related to their school work.
nonprofit corporation which is
Both offices are located in Life
responsible for upkeep of the
Hall. Every senior should be
Student
('enter, and running all
listed with Career Services.
photos by Terrence Porter
and Stan Godlewski
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FIN N EG A N
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Transfer students quench th
by Liz Crann
“ After I dropped out of high
school l became an itinerary
gigolo in South Miami. 1 got a
job go-go dancing in a bar
called Stardust in Miami.”
Thom
Goldberg,
MSC
junior, continued, “The go-go
dancing was fun. We wore
these little briefs and women
used to throw money at us.
That’s when 1 was cute.”
The 26-year-old Goldberg
dropped out of high school
midway through his senior
year. “ I thought high school
•was ridiculous, so 1 left.”
Goldberg spent time engaging
in various types of work before
he decided to go to college.
At 17 Goldberg joined the
m ilita ry and b ecam e a
conscientious objector (CO ).
He became a licensed practical
nurse (L P N ) and served as a
helicopter search and rescue
corpsman.
Goldberg was out of the
i military by the age of 19. He
f t
got a job as a paramedical
f t insurance examiner in Bergen
County. His diversified life
, continued when he joined the
V Peace Corps at 21 years old.
* Stationed in South Saudi
Arabia, hecoordinated hospital
training programs. He stayed
with the Peace Corps for 15

by Janice Bland
“ Transferring serves my
purpose as a commuter,
Kevin Watson explained of his
transferral from Trenton State
College ( I SC) to MSC.
The Garfield, NJ resident
explained that at I SC he lived
on campus during his 1st 2
semesters, but was unable to
continue in his junior year
because of a lottery system
similar to M SC ’s where
students arc picked at random
for dorm rooms.
“ The 1st semester of my
junior year I went back to
school and I didn’t have a place
to stay so 1 lived off campus,
he said.
Watson found living off
campus unsuitable, therefore
he made the decision to transfer
to MSC the fall semester of
1979
Watson
finds
Although
transferring agreeable for
commuting purposes, it does
have some drawbacks.
“ The only thing I don't like
about transferring is the tact
that you get accepted 1st, and
after that they determine how
many of your credits they’re
going to accept,” the industrial
psychology major exclaimed in
a disgusted tone.
Relaxing on the 3d floor in

the Student Center, the mild
mannered junior would not
disclose how many credits
MSC' would not accept from
his ISC' transcript. But the
a g re e a b le 2 1 - y c a r - o l d
consented to mention just a few
that were not accepted.
“ 1 had a business manage
ment major, criminal justice
minor at 1 SC. MSC did not
take 9 credits from the criminal
justice department because
they don't have those courses
here.”
Upon his arrival at MSC
W atson, a well dressed,
handsome student, found
himself comparing the college
to
IS C academically and
socially.
“ A cad em ically th e y ’ re
about the same except at MSC
they have less minority
s tu d e n ts an d m in o r ity
faculty,” he said seriously.
“But 1 knew that when 1
came,” he added. He related
that ISC has the highest
enrollment of Black students
and faculty of all state colleges
in NJ.
Watson said he had no
complaints of MSC, but like
any transfer student, he had to
adjust to the change.
“ It’s a drastic change because
at T SC I was meeting more
people and interacting more

w h ereas here, I ’m )ust
commuting," he said. Watson
does feel, however, that the few
people he has met at MSC seem
to be very nice. “ 1 just started
meeting people this semester. I
guess it’s because the weather
has been nice,” he said with an
earnest look of thought.
Watson's opinion of MSC’s
faculty is that they’re fair, but
they need more minority
faculty.
The Liz Claiborne employe,
who post edits, anticipated
potential problem s with
faculty. “ The only problems 1
would have with faculty would
be if they gave me I) and T
grades. So far I haven’t gotten
any,” he said proudly. The sen
confident student added,
“ They’re acknowledging me
and I’m acknowledging them.”
Still appearing to be relaxed,
he expressed concern for
commuters.
“Since the majority of
students com m u te, there
should be. more facilities for
them to l\inge in,” he said
after a short period of serious
thou ght.
Having almost completed 1
year as a MSC student, W atson
finally feels he belongs here.
“ Yes, 1 feel I belong," he said
firmly, “ 1 paved my tuition,”
he exclaimed with a laugh.

Kevin Watson
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thirst for knowledge at M S C
months. He is a Registered
Nurse in \J.
“ I he next 1.5 years I spent
writing poetry and plays. I had
some of mv writing published
in magazines in the iMidwest.
When I was 23 I met an artist
and lived with her for 1 year.”
Carressing his sandy colored
beard. Goldberg continued,
“She was a fine artist, but she
was crazy. She had no mind.
She supported me, so it was
good.”
At 24 Goldberg decided to
go to collJJ» With his hair
settled neatly on his shoulders,
he recalled his attendance at
Ramapo College (Ramapo). “ I
was at Ramapo 1 semester and
my life degenerated complete
ly. I. realized that Ramapo was
a paragon of absurdity; I think
1 was majoring in space there.”
Goldberg is now an MSC
student, and is also continuing
his job as a nurse. He is a
rehabilitation nurse and deals
with private clients. He is
married with 1child. “ My wife
and I have been blissfully
cohabitated for about 2 s ears,”
Goldberg said. His wife, who
also attends college, goes to
Ramapo and is majoring in
metaphysics Goldberg, an
English mawl came to MSC in
1975.
*
“ Mv ambfion in life is to

start a pharmaceutical research
house for disenfranchised
individuals and dismembered
poets. I’d like to retire at 35 and
start a research foundation for
the cultivation of cocaine, and
at the same time better the goals
of humanity,” Goldberg said
jokingly, puffing on a Merit
cigaret.
On a more serious level
Goldberg said he would like to
get his teacher certification in
English.
When asked how he feels
about MSC, since he is older
than many daytime students,
Goldberg replied, “ I always
thought that Carpe Diem
meant stale fish.” Despite his
humorous remarks Goldberg
said more seriously, “ I feel out
of place here. I’m from a
different generation, and 1 find
MSC a very rigid, alienating,
stereotypic college. There is
not much room for free
expression. This stifles the
mentality.
“ I felt a twinge of sadness
when I saw the antidraft rallies
and the die-in. When I was
growing up we used to sit
around wondering what to
make of the older generation.
Now, I’m sitting around here
wondering what to make of
disco.”

Kathleen

MONTCLAIR

by R e g in a M a cio ci
“ I was happy at home, but I
came back to school because I
enjoy learning. Out of it came a
new direction. 1 began to get
more in touch with my
feelings, who I was, and what I
could do. I he need to express
myself became overwhel
ming.”
Kathleen .Murdock, a junior
psychology major, explained
her reasons for going back to
school after 15 years.
“ 1 went directly from high
school into a job as a secretary.
Later, I got married and was
very happy being home with
my 2 childrcn--Suzi, who is
16, and Diane, age 10."
Fluffing her permed hair,
cropped close to her head,
.Murdock continued, “ I have an
u n q u en ch ab le th irst for
knowledge and life. Every
thing I did, 1 really got into.
Instead of just cooking dinner
at night I would often whip up
some exotic dish. Whatever 1
did, I had my heart in it.
Because of the way 1 felt, I did a
lot of sell educating at home.
Finally, I decided to try

college. I started out by raking
1 course—English composition.
I loved it. I live in Rockaway,
so after awhile, I went to
M o rris C o u n ty C o lle g e
parttime. 1 had to try my wings
by taking 1 course. Then I got
brave and took 2 courses. After
my youngest child started
grade school I decided to go
fulltime. I received an AA
degree from Morris County.
Fortunately, when I decided to
continue my college education,
MSC accepted all of my
credits.
M u rd o c k a n n o u n c e d
proudly that her husband is
very happy that she has gone
back to school. She claims that
he is very understanding and
wants her to do anything that
will make her feel more
complete.
While sipping a cup of tea in
the Student Center, Murdock
became quite serious. “Coing
back to school is not always
easy. \\ hen the kids arc in an
emotional bind and I'm busy
studying for a big test—well,
I’ve got to drop everything for
them. Alv family comes 1st and

I try to work around them.
Somehow, I manage to find the
time for school. Luckily, it’s
been good for the kids to see me
succeeding because it gives
them the incentive to push on
and work harder,” she said.
Murdock added that she
would possibly like to enter the.
counseling or education field.
She would also like to go on to
graduate school and earn an
MA in social work, and
possibly a PhD. She claims to
be working very hard and
striving for the best.
Upon thinking about her
daughters, Murdock chuckled,
“Sometimes, my going to
school is hard on my little 1.
There are times when she
comes home from school and
wants to know why I’m not
like the other mothers who stay
home and keep house or work
during the day. She believes
going to school is tor kids, nor
for mothers. However, she is
proud of me. Besides, she
thinks that it’s kind of neat for
all 3 of us to come home from
school at the same time."

WE WANT YOUR BLOOD!

ALPA PHI OMEGA,
MSC’s national service fraternity,
is sponsoring the
American National Red Cross

BLOOD DRIVE
Tue. and Wed., April 29 and 30
10 am ^ 4 pm, Student Center
Ballrooms A and B
*Any donors will receive priority in the event that they or their
relatives ever need blood.
*Complimentary gifts will be given o u t
*The Red Cross is a worthy cause— “The Count” just gives a
messy hickey —so contribute to ALPHA PHI O M EG A ’s Red
Cross blood drive...

“GOOD EVENING!”
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M arty Cannon
for
S G A P resid en t
♦ SGA L e g i s l a t o r — Chairman
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n Committee

of

Government

and

♦Varsity Cross Country for two years
♦Varsity Track for 1 year
♦Alpha K a p p a Psi fraternity m e mber and Chairman of
Social Committee
♦Tau K a p p a Bet a Vic e-Pr eside nt
♦Ho using Pol ic y Advi sory Committee Member
♦Resid enc e Hall Fed erat ion Re p r e s e n t a t i v e
♦Fr eeman Hall D o r m Council Member

‘*Through my activities I have seen the
different problems that are unique to
many different groups throughout the
college community. If elected I plan to
bring the SGA to the students—not the
students to the SGA. ’’

WHAT COULD
THEARM Y
A BRIGHT PERSON
minute. Even though you’re
m college right
there
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very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
Sce for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US
You read it right.
The Army’s Health Professions Scholar
ship Program provides necessary tuition,
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur
ing medical school.
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After
July 1, 1980, it’ll be even more.)
After you’re accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted intoour program.
Then you’re commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After your resi
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor
for every year the Army gave you as a med
student, and under some conditions, with a
minimum scholarship obligation being two
years’ service.

INTERNSHIP. RESIDENCY
& CASH SONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school,
the Army also offers AMA-approved firstyear post-graduate and residency training
programs.
Such training adds no further obligation
to the student in the scholarship program.
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a oneyear obligation for every year of sponsorship.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you’re , ...g back medical school or
post-graduate training.
So you not only get your medical educa
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you’re
paying it back.
Not a bad deal.

A GREAT P U C E TO BE A NURSE
•The rich tradition of Army Nursing is
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism.
And it’s a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome
of professionalism, regarded as a critical
member of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match
in civilian practice.
And, since you’ll be an Army Officer,
you’ll enjoy more respect and authority than
mpst of your civilian counterparts. You’ll
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer’s pay
and officer’s privileges.
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Army Nursing offers educational oppor
tunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate
degree programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE.
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner
courses and courses in many clinical special
ties. All on the Army.
While these programs do not cost you
any money, most of them do incur an addi
tional service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you’re about to get your law degree
and be admitted to the bar, you should con
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate
General Corps. Because in the Army you get
to practice law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing
other lawyers’ research and other lawyers’
briefs, you could have your own cases, your
own clients, in effect, your own practice.
Plus you’ll have the pay, prestige and
privileges of being an Officer in the United
States Army. With a chance to travel and
make the most of what you’ve worked so
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer.
Be an Army Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
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geant’s pay) as an Army
Reservist.
When you graduate,
Second Lieutenant, but not
necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlist
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to
$2,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
11comes out to about $ 1,000 a year foraboutl6
hours a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to
help you fit the Army Reserve around your
school schedule. It’s worth a look.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right
place at the wrong time for a variety of reasons.
The Army can help them, too.
A few years in the Army can help them
get money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, agenerous
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$7,400 for college, 3 years up to $ 12,100, and 4
years up to $14,100. In addition, bonuses up to
$3,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in
selected skills.
Add in the experience and mat urity gained,
and the Army cansendan individual backtocollege a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have in
trigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon.

Though you’re too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books,
and lab fees. Plus $100 a month
P lea se tell m e m o re a b o u t: □ (A M ) M e d ica l S ch o o l and A rm y
living allowance. Naturally
M e d ic in e , □ ( A N ) th e A rm y N u rs e C o rp s , □ ( A t .) A rm y I Jaw,
they’re very competitive. Because
□ (H R ) R O T C S c h o la rs h ip s , □ (S S ) A rm y R e se rv e B o n u ses,
besides helping you towards your
□ ( l ’ < ') A rm y e d u ca tio n a l B e n efits.
degree, an ROTC scholarship
helps you towards the gold bars
\\\ti
of an Army Officer.
Stop by the ROTC office on
ADDRI ss
campus and ask about details.

U P T 0 S 170 A M 0 N T H
, You can combine service in
the Army Reserve or National
Guard with Army ROTC and
get up to $6,500 while you’re still
in school.
It’s called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get
$100 a month as an Advanced
Army ROTC Cadet and an addi
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S e n d to: B R I G H T O P P O R T U N I T I E S , P .O . B O X 1776
M T . V E R N O N , N Y . 10550

THIS ISTHE ARMY
^

1“ insure receipt ol information requested, all blanks must be completed.
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IM IIL A M I R
9V ice—P resid ent
1. Get students more personally involved in the
running of their school.
2. Make students aware of their rights and more
aware of the programs available to them.
3. Run the SGA meetings efficiently so more bills
are passed quicker.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
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Legislative experience in the inner workings of the SGA
Active in various com m ittees and task forces
Responsive to the needs of students
Always available to provide action and answers

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
to the

BOARD

ol
TRUSTEES
ELECT
THE QUALIFIED CANDIDATE
Vice President
for
Internal Affairs
79 - 8 0
Legislator
77 - 78
78 - 79

DEBBIE

Committees
Student Library
Advisory Committee
-ChairpersonMac Board Trustee
Committee of Seniors
-ChairpersonSpace Allocations Committee
Search Committees
-etc-

USTAS
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All letters are appreciated. Write
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V.I.P.M. Lee Regiono
As o Special Bonus ro our Hosr or
Hostesses, Hove o SHOW, During rhe m onrh
of April 1980 and receive o ...

FREE HOLIDAY FOR W O
Cemficare/2 Children under 12 FREE

An Opportunity of a Lifetime

Put a

TIGER

Vacation is Good Until
^ Days, 2 Nights..
Dec 31 1981
Luxurious Accomodations
PAID IN FULL

in your

...and is Transferable

Your Choice of...

2 Children under 12 Free
va[ t

RANKS
vote

Charlee Bannon
for

g|

Contact Audrey 365-1967 for more info.
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SGA Secretary
She will get the job done
Voting: April 26 * 30
Student C enter Building

__________

Let’s begin again. Vote
SOFT O R GAS
PERMEABLE
CO N TA CT LENSES
CO N VEN TIO N AL HARD
CO N TA CT LENSES

FIN N EG A N

(INITIAL FITTING)

SGA President

EYE CARE
ASSOCIATES
C O M P L E T E EVE H E A L T H & V I S I O N
ANALYSI S, C O N T A C T LENS EY A l l AT I O N & FI T T I NG, C O N T A C T H N S
I N S T R U C T I O N CLASS, F O L L O W - I P
CARE
DL R I N G
A D R ST M E NT
PERI OD. EEÊ - $110
CHEMICAL
(COLD)
or
THERMAL
( HEAT) D I S I N F E C T I O N DELL M ( ARE
KITS. — $20

J.S . M E R M ELS TEIN , O.D .
132 W ASHINGTON AVE. BELLEVILLE
CALL 759-1497
ADDITIONAL MEMBER OFFICES
J Mermelftein, O.D.
J. Zlotnick, O.D
C Pearlman, O.D
H.N. Delman, O.D.
5 Greenspan, O.D &
J Mermelstein, O.D.
D Baker, O.D
MENDHAM
S Green»pan, O D. It
NEWARK
J Mermelftein, O D
S. Greenspan, O.D
PARSJPPANY
J Rose, O.D
PLAINFIELD
Y Trytjak. O.D
S ORANGE
M Bram, O.D.
UNION
C. Pearlman, O.D.
WEST ORANGE
Fees may vary at individual offices

BELLEVILLE
EDISON
ELIZABETH
FLANDERS
KEARNY

759-1497
549-3555
527-0120
584-0083
991-0026
543-6101
624-4363
687-2797
756-4880
762-7422
• 687-7440
736-1020

...and begin to have a voice at MSC

Foreign Languages Con sortiu m
M SC s t u d e n t s a r e w e l c o m e t o t a k e C h i n e s e c o u r s e s
a t W P C i n F a l l S e m e s te r , 1980:
B a sic C h in ese I
MW
2 pm - 3:15
gVENINQ B E fiirm m fi-C y U R S E S :
C h in ese M in i I
MW
7 pm - 8:15
C h in ese M in i II
MW
7 pm - 8:15
C h in ese M in i III 'MW
7 pm - 8:15

pm (for beginners)
,
pm (1st month of semester)
pm (2nd month of semester)
pm (3rd month of semester)

permission.
2. Contact M rs. Robinson, Assoc. Director W PC (595- 2127) for admission.

3. Register in person.

F o r f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n , c a l l D r. C h a o (595-2330
o r 942-2581).

WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE. W ayne, NJ

The Montdarion
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JEWISH STUDENT UHIOH
General Membership Meeting!

V.
*
*
*
*
*

e
e

Thur., May 1, 1980
8 pm, Student Center
Meeting Rooms

*
*
*

e

1 &2

*
*
*

e
*
*

e
"Jewish Attitudes Toward sex, marriage, and e

___________ intermarriage""___________
presented by Rabbi W illia m H orn

Elections for next year will be held.
LAST MEETING OF THE SEMESTER!
Refreshments will be served.

*
*
*

*

e
e
*
*
*
*
*
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Vote
SGA elections
Sat.,April 26
9 am-3 pm
Sun.,April 27
9 am-3 pm
Mon.,April 28
10am-8 pm
Tues.,April 29
10 am-1 Opm
Wed.,April 30
9 am-2 pm

How are your $$$ spent?

The SGA invites you
to attend an OPEN
H E A R IN G on the
Class One Organizational Budgets
Come see how YOUR
SGA FEES are spent!

The Student Government Association is "Students Serving Students'
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For SGA
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PREPARED and EXPERIENCED

For SGA
You Need

S.G.
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6 YEARS FINANCIAL WORK IN BUSSINESS
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN : ACCOUNTING
MANAGEMENT and FINANCE
Lobbied For Student Tuition
Aid and Student Issues.
External Affairs Chairman and Member
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Government and Administration Committee Member
Cina Publicity Chairman
BOTA Co-Chairman

go
GO
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go

go
go
go

GO
GO
GO

GO
GO
GO
GO

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
11 pm-2 am
4 am-8 am
SCALAR Y;$5.03/hour to start,progressing to
$8.38/hour
BENEFITS: Hospitalization, Dental, and Vision

APPLY AT:
799 Jefferson Rd.
PARSIPPANY
I

Tues. : 12am - 4am
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Rundgren not on
the road to Utopi
by Man S tra s s e r
Todd Rundgren has for
many years been the sanest
voice in rock n’ roll. He has
always called for experimenta
tion in music both in the artists
he produces and especially in
himself. This seeking out the
new, coupled with a musical
imagination that knew no
bounds made
Rundgren a
truly exciting artists of the
early and middle ’70’s. While
he is still experimenting now
(his electronic music is truly
unbelievable; it’s also good to
see a rock musician who is
serious
about
videodiscs),
much of what he has on his
last 4 albums is amazingly 1dimensional. The newer songs
have tended to be disarmingly
complex and annoyingly
lacking in variation. Much of
what I’ve heard in the past 3
years from Rundgren is
fastpaced vocals with equally
rapid musical support or slimy
ballads that lack real substance.
T his is vastly different from
the period of Rundgren’s
greatest creativity when the
phenomenal albums Some
thing/Anything?, A Wizard, A
True Star and Todd came out. 1
still view them as the zenith of a
career that promised much
early and only half delivered.
And so I come to last night.
Todd’s performance at Panzer
Gym was long awaited by the
1,400 or so fans that waited on
line, some as long as 6 hours to
get in. The thunderous ovation
that greeted R u n d g ren ’s
entrance were proof that at this
point intime he is enjoying his
greatest popularity. This is
alarming since he went so
com p letely un recogn ized
(outside of fm radio and his
hometown Philadelphia) back
when he was learning the basics
for everything he’s doing now.
His classic songs (including
“Hello It’s Me,” “Just One
Victory,” and “Sons of 1984”)
generated wild enthusiasm live,
but did little to support his
re co rd sales. S till, his
producing efforts (among them
Grand Funk Railroad and Patti
Smith) and constant touring
accounted for enough money
w ith w h ic h he c o u ld
experiment with his music.
That experimentation has led
to a style that can best be called
“hard pop” since his songs are
framed by an avalanche of
guitars and drums, but still
maintain a pop feel with their
hook laden choruses and neatly
planned repetitions.
The concert sounded just

like any of his 4 previous
albums and I found the music
to be detached and somewhat
unexciting. T here was a lot of
energy to be sure, both on the
band’s part and by the
audience, but nothing much
seemed to take the music the
extra step it needed to become
vital. I suspect many fans will
disagree with this when they
read it, but I’ve seen Rundgren
4 times before and even the
worst of those showings was
superior to this event.
The best moments came in a
4 song section that started with
“Shot In The Dark” and ended
with a favorite off the Todd
album called “The Last Ride.”
Sandwiched in between were
“ Set Me Free” and “You Wont
Be Satisfied,” where Rundgren

took to the drums and proved
himself as capable there as he is
on guitar. Which brings me to
another point. Rundgren’s solo
work is unquestionably his
best. “ H erm it of Mink
H o l l o w ,’ ’ w h ile still a
comparatively weak album, is
miles ahead of most of
Rundgren’s ensemble work
with Utopia. The band is tight
and Rundgren works well as
front man, but I can’t escape the
feeling that Rundgren does so
much better when left to his
own devices.
Like his music, the concert
was complex. An arsenal of
around surround the audience.
The interplay between the
band members was crisp and
the framework of the show did
not allow for too much focus

on 1 player. The mix of guitar,
d ru m s , and k e y b o a rd s
provided an air raid of sound
that was deafening, but highly
well controled.
M y biggest com plaint
technically is the shoddy
acoustics. The vocals were far
too entrenched behind the
music and so the lyrics
remained lost and were only
occasionally discernible. The
overemphasis on
loudness
created an aural vacuum, so
that the high notes were either
completely lost or mushy. As a
result, many of Rundgren’s
solo ventures were tinny and
lifeless.
The band is on a massive
tour right now and exhaustion,
boredom, and the possibility of
too many things going wrong

may be playing a part in less
than superb quality of the
show. I did not stay for the
entire show and things may
have improved after I left.
However, with what I saw last
night, along with what I’ve
come to expect from him when
his genius truly shines, last
night could only be called a
Rundgren disappointment .
Disagree with me if you wish,
but the wizard just didn’t have
enough magic last night to keep
me entertained. A last thought:
you may never have seen it this
way, but Rundgren, like so
many other artists, is most
popular now when his best
work is apparently behind him.
You should have seen him
about 7 years ago. He put on a
hell of a show.
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There m ust be a
w a y out of here
by D an M a rin o
Arthur kopit’s 1964 I-act
play, Chamber Mnsich a surreal
mishmash «1 melodrama,
histrionics, and humor which is
best described as black
slapstick.
I’his independent
students' production ot the
off-the-wall work is brisk and
well done; the flaws of the play
are more than made up lor by
their energetic performance.
Chamber Music is set in the
women’s wing of a mental
hospital, and the 8 women who
gather for a meeting of the
(irievances Committee are not
just mad; each believes,
implicitly', that she is someone
else. Joan of Arc wears chain
mail and enters dragging a large
cross; Mrs. Mozart affects a
( Herman accent and plays her
husband’s records (“ A genius.
A god. And wy husband.” )
Mach woman is more at home
in her own world than in the
world of the hospital and the
other women. I low ever, they
finally get together and decide
that all the troubles in the
women’s section are caused by
the men’s ward. An attack on
the men’s ward is unfeasible, so
thev decide to kill someone and
send her body over to the
men’s ward instead. "Would
tlhil be a show of strength, a
show of power, of intention?”
I says, "O r wouldn’t it!”
The play is not entirely
successful; it wavers perilously
between broad comedy and
m e Io d r a m a tic n o n s e n s e .
k o p i t ’s c h a ra cte riz a tio n ,
though, is effortless. Any plot
contrivances are natural and
convincing, as if the characters,
instead of the playwright,
thought them up.
Also, kopir cannilv has each
of the patients represent a
woman who was -t celebrity in
some way, a liberated woman
ahead of her time, from Joan of
Arc and Mrs. Mozart to
(iertrude Stein, Susan B.
Anthony, and Amelia Karhart.
Karhart is the pivotal character
in the play; she is the only 1
who realizes the futility of her
persona (“ I’m grow ing aid in
here
but clings to it even
more passionately. " I ’m not
insane,” she says, “ I’m simply
Amelia Karhart and I want to
get the hell out.”
kopit’s dialog and action are
tightly interwoven, compar
able to a Bach fugue in terms of
structure and harmony. At
times there is almost too much
movement on the stage;
ev ery o n e bustles about,
seemingly
independent of
everyone else, reminding one
of the chaos in an emergency

ward, or the visual overload of
a 3-ring circus—w here do I
look now?
I he acting is uniformly
excellent; there is a chemistry
betw een the 8 women That
turns what could be a choppy
play into a smooth, seamless
production. Standouts are:
Sharon Cullen, tough and
bossy, as the explorer Osa
Johnson; Victoria Nardone,
pitiful, bur admirable, as
Karhart; and Deanna Baron, as
silent movie star Pearl W hite,
who glides through her part in
a white dress and ballet
slippers, and who doesn’t
deliver her lines, so much as
joyously emote them. Susan
Malizia, though, as Queen
Isabella, nearly steals the play
with her soliloquy—virtually
her only lines—on Christopher
Columbus. “ A new world may
well lie West,” she says, gazing
wide eved at the audience, “and

if it does you can bet that fat
idiot w ill find it."
The set, designed by Jane

(Hollins,

is

cl ever

and

functional, and an improve
ment over kopit’s original
instructions, which merely
called for a horseshoe shaped
table. 11ere, each woman has
her own small table and chair,
with each table designed as a
child’s toy block, kathryn
Ryan’s direction is sharp, the
pace lively; there is never a dull
moment, or even a relatively
slow 1, in the action.
I he students’ production of
is entertaining
and unusual; those in the mood
tor something conventional
beware.
Performances
are
I hur., April 24, 19 8 0 and Kri.,
April 25, 1980 at 8:30 pm in
the Studio I heater. Admission
is tree. Wine anil cheese w ill be
served before the show .
( I himher M u s ic

Sharon Cullen wonder* if this is what really
happened to Amelia Earhart (Vicky Nardone).

N J Symphony ends
season on pleasant note
by

S te p h e n K a n tro w itz

1’he New Jersey Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
I homas Michalak, concluded their 1979-80 subscription series
this past w eekend in Montclair, \ J and Denvillc, NJ. After the
last several concerts I have been expecting big things from this
fine orchestra, but this last concert fell a bit short in overall
performance from the previous ones.
The program began with a Fantasy for Orchestra, /•¡reworks.
Opus 4, by Igor Stravinsky (1 8 8 2 -1 9 7 1). Stravinsky was I of the
greatest and most important modern composers. He was
encouraged and later taught by Rimskv-korsakov ( 1844-1908).
His w orks show a rich orchestration and the importance of his
Russian heritage.
For the unaccustomed ear, Stravinsky is sometimes a bit hard to
digest, but the Symphony’s performance made that a little easier.
The performance was quite good, although a somewhat larger
string sound was desired. I was not particularly pleased with the
brass section. They have a tendency to clip their notes arid are
often too loud and overpowering.
I he 2d piece was the Sinfonia Concertante for I ’iolin, Cello, Oboe.
llassoon and Orchestra, in II-flat. Opus S4 by Franz. Joseph 1 lavdn
(1 7 3 2 -1 8 0 9 ). Haydn w as 1 of the greatest Classical composers
and is responsible for the early developments o f the symphony
and string quartet. I lis early style was shaped by the music of such
Viennese composers as Monn, Wagenseil, and Reuter, and bv the
works of C.P.K. Bach.
This piece, written in 1 792, combines elements of the
symphony and classical solo concerto with threads of the Baroque
‘concerto grosso. There were some balance difficulties in the 1st
movement. At times the soloists were overcome by the orchestra,
and at times some of the soloists overcame each other. They could
have responded to each other better. I here were some moments
of impure intonation as well.
The 2d movement. Andante, has a subdued atmosphere.
Michalak look a somewhat subtle approach and some of the
melodies shouldhave been brought out more than they were. I he
last movement opens with violin solos, played by the soloist John
loth. 1 hey were played quite ably, although I felt they were
over dramatized considerably.
I he final piece was the Symphony Xo.2. in E minor. Opus 2 7 by
Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943). Rachmaninoff came from a
musical family and w as 1st sent for musical studies to the St.
Petersburg C o n serv ato ry , and later to the Moscow
Conservatory. He began touring as a pianist in 189.5 and

gradually established himself as I of the foremost pianists of his
generation. 11 is style is characterized by rich sonorities,
chromaticism, and largely melancholy mood.
Although this piece contains little cause for excitement,
Michalak drew a full, sensuous sound from the orchestra. Again,
the brass were often too loud ami biting; coming across almost
harsh and unpleasant.
I he concert was quite good and ended the 1979-80 season on a
very pleasant note. I look forward to many great things from this
orchestra in the near future.

Lorrie Conlon and Stephen Clark rehearse a
scene from Yerma, the final production of M S C 's
Major Theatre Series. Performances will be May
7 through May 10 in M em orial Auditorium.
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Fear and loathing at the movies
by D a n M a rin o
l
W here th e Buffalo Roam
Starring Hill Murray. I ‘rh r Hn\ lr. H r nr
I uhtrjuiiuis. .uni Hr mm Kirin. Hriijiirnl
.Wit ihrn !n l In . Irtl.inson. Srrren()h\ In
lohn Kaye. I i 'n iv riu l I ’irtnrr.

If nothing else. Where the
Huffalo Roam shows that Bill
Murray is a brilliant comic
actor—he swaggers, staggers,
and weaves through the movie
like a punch-drunk barfly,
while mumbling lecherously
out of the corner of his mouth,
brandishing 10 inch knives on
airplanes, and pumping bullets
into his answering machine. As
shown by his work on Saturday
\ ¡{rlil Live, beneath his boyish
face and nervous, eternally
wary ev es, there is a madman
waiting to be released. In
Where the Huffalo Roam, the
madman is set loose; if the
movie weren't such a silly,
flagrantly commercial farce, a
la Animal I louse, Murray could
have produced a comic gem of
e a r ly ' 7 0 ' s , X i x o n - e r a
paranoia.
Murray plavs Dr. HunterS.

Thompson, sclfproclaimcd
gon/.o journalist and confirmed
hedonist whose philosophy
seems to be that the more drugs
one has coursing through ones
system, the more tolerable life
is. “ Xoltody tells these kids
about the harsh realities of
life,” Thompson says. Doom
and Failure. This philosophy
isn’t new, of course—kerouac
did it 25 years ago; Rimbaud
and Baudelaire long before; but
Thom pson, th rou gh the
persona of Raoul Duke in his
books, takes it to its logical
extreme—in these times, it’s the
only way to cope.
There is little plot to Where
the Huffalo Roam. There is
little plot to
Thompson’s
books, or Marx Brothers’
movies, for that matter. The
point here is not to tell a story
in a conventional wax—i.c.,
bore the audience—but instead
to shatter the conformities of
society in general, show up
judges and politicians for the
buffoons they are, and raise hell
for the sheer fun of it. At
various times
Murray, as
Thompson, turns a hotel room
into a football field (to
celebrate Super Bow l Sunday
without bothering to cover the

MSC - center for the a rts
MSC C H A M B E R C H O I R

game), turns a fire extinguisher
on the members of Xixon’s
campaign staff, and even has a
brief, surreal encounter with
Xixon himself in his men’s
room. “ W hy don’t you tell the
people about the doomed?”
Thompson asks. “ T— the
doomed,” Xixon replies.
Peter Boyle, a dead ringer
now for David Crosby, w ith
his water buffalo gait, receding
hairline, and Jerry Colonna
mustache, plays I hompson’s
sidekick and exattorney, Karl
Lazio. After quirting his law
practice, he turns up time and
again in the movie to drag
I hompson off to some new
scheme, like running guns to a
I.atin American country in the
throes of revolution. It is here
that the movie reveals its soft,
white underbelly; after getting
shot at by government agents
in a helicopter, Thompson,
cowering in a ear trunk,
watches Lazio's plane takeoff.
“ I don’t think we’re gonna do
this anymore, I.azlo,” he says
meekly, and the deliriously
macho, violence prone gon/.o is
shown to be just another
harmless wimp.
Aside from the usual car
crashes, pratfalls, and hip

references to drugs and alcohol.
Where the Huffalo Roam has
little to offer other than
Murray's and Boyle’s great
comic performances. And yet,
they almost carry the movie;
w atch it for M u r r a y ’ s
performance alone. In the end,
though, one has to agree with

So what else is new?
by D a rre l Lippm an

Leon Hyman, conductor
Britten, Dowland, Stravinsky, Puerling, Morley
and f e a t u r i n g

the premiere of Philip Springer’s “ 23d Psalm”
written especially for the Chamber Choir
SUN, MAY 4

FREE

7:30 pm

Student Cen ter Ballroom
call 8 9 3 - 5 1 1 2 f or i nf or ma ti on

Wed., A p ril 23
Casablanca recording a rtis t

SAM T H E B A N D
Thur., A p r * 4

STORM WATCH

Thompson, sitting alone in his
cabin, reminiscing about the
departed I .azlo—“ It just wasn’t
weird enough for me," he says,
and that’s the pity. Where the
Huffalo Roam could have been
the Duck Sou/i of the 8 0 ’s, but
instead it's all sound and fury,
signifying nothing.

“Step into something totally new, step into a
Hole In The Wall...,” blurts the commercial on
WPLJ for that rock club.
Don’t be fooled by “totally new,” though.
Maybe it should go something like this; “Step
into something totally like other rock clubs....”
The Hole In The Wall, on
Rt. 17 in
Rochelle Park,XJ really doesn’t differ from the
average rock entertainment spot. I wondered if
having a Sabrctt hotdog stand in 1 corner of the
place made it unique from other clubs like the ad
on WPLJ insinuates. Could it be the 4 large
bars? Xopc. Other places have just as many, if
not more. What then, could it be that makes this
place “totally new?" Then it came to me. I knew
what it was. There w;as actually a trace of liquor
in the mixed drinks! Xow' that’s “totally new !”
Point in fact is that most of the people do not
care if the club is nice, ok, good, or not. Many
arc only there to see their favorite band, hot
taking into account the attributes of the place all
that much.

Formerly “ Fonzic’s” (which was ravaged by
a fire), The Hole In The Wall provides excellent
viewing of the stage for the live bands. It is set up
in such a wav as to create a mini concert
atmosphere.
I w'o of the 4 liars are extremely large with
many stools surrounding them, and arc just to
the left and right of the modestly sized stage. A
room in the front of the club lessens the noise for
those w ho wish to chat without straining their
vocal cords.
A more obvious entrance would be nice,
though. On the Xorth side of the building is the
(dub Rochelle, a liar lounge. N inety percent of
The I lole In The Wall visitors coming from the
parking lot probably (logically because of the
rock place’s lit sign on that side) try the Club
Rochelle’s door before they notice a note
instructing them to the South side of the
building for the Hole’s entrance. And even then
a small mystery of how to get in exists. “ Let’s
try these doors,” (2 white doors with no
marking) my friend said. Right! Door no. 2! We
felt like winners on Let's Make A Deal.
We then proceeded in, hoping not to forger
how to step out of “ The Hole In The Wall.”

Fri. and Sat., A p ril 25 and 26

T H E S H A Y D S & doublecross
Sun., A p ril 27

T H E _ S H AYJD^S__ len Ü.ÏÎ2. Thur., May 1

DR. JIMM Y

in“the WHc/show”

Fri. and Sat., May 2 and 3

Let’s begin again. Vote

FIN N E G A N
SGA President

FLOSSIE
...and begin to have a voice at MSC
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Reasons to be fearful
by D irk B en d er
The Haitian revolution of
the early 1800’s left the
Western Hemisphere with its
2d independent nation. More
i mpor t ant l y, the form er
French colony was the site of
the 1st successful slave revolt,
forming the Americas’ 1st
black-ruled count ry, and
driving fear into the hearts of
slaveholders everywhere.
The final years of French
rule have been extensively
d o c u m e n t e d from the
imperialist’s standpoint. What
remains to be heard from is the
Black’s comlete side of the
story. What accounts of the
revolution that do remain form
only a sketch; for example, the
Haitian people do not possess
their own Declaration of
Independence anymore.

His intervention in scenes with
his generals brought out the
play’s comic side, and the
dialog provided between him
and Mrs. Dessalines (Rhonda
Hart) revealed a quintessential
dilemma: “ I can conquer the
French, but this woman,”
(points away, projects toward
the audience) “this woman I
can’t make see reason.”
|
The final performance on
April 19sawsomeoftheaction
tightened, but a disturbing
thought remains. Johnston

portrays Dessalines as a lovable
soul, and yet records show that
he was as much a cutthroat and
tortu rer as any ruler--as
Toussaint hims.elf once put it,
“ 1 told him to prune the tree,
not uproot
it.”
I his
characterization follows an
ancient dramatic tradition, yet
it seems unfair to have the
general Rochambeaux’s killing
of innocent civilians told of
with Dessaline cracking jokes
and w i n n i n g us o v e r .
Propaganda marches on.
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A fa v o rite su bject of
biographers is the slave leader
Toussaint l/O uverture, for he
embodies all the charitablyminded white writers care to
see in the Haitian revolution—a
“noble savage” who meets his
tragic end in a French jail. But it
was Dessalines who took up
the slack in the slave revolt, and
successfully crushed
Napoleon’s troops.
So from the start, the Black
Student Cooperative Union’s
(BSCU ) presentation of the
“ jazz tragedy” Dessalines had a
lot going for it. It was written
and directed by Percy E.
Johnston, an MSC English
assi st ant pr o f e s s o r , and
presented to the public 3 times
on April 18 and 19.
The 1st performance proved
to be a rather excruciating
evening of theater. The actors’
training was frequently offfigures would emerge in plain
sight of the speaking character,
only to draw a response
seconds later. What retrieved
from the abyss were the
presence of a tight jazz quintet
(directed by Medinah Powell)
accenting the play with cool
’50’s jazz, and a couple of
standout performances.
In the title role, Bruce
Matthews played up the
revolutionary’s vulnerability.

“I hate to
advocate
weird chemicals,
aJcohol, violence or
insanity to anyone.
Jjiit th eyve always
worked for mer

BILL MURRAY as Dr. Hunter S. Thompson-PETER BOYLE
“WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM” co-starring BRUNO KIRBY and
RENE AUBERJONOIS • Screenplay by JOHN KAYE

We
need
Arts
Writers

Music by NEIL YOUNG • Produced and Directed by ART LINSON

K

R E S T R IC T E D
UNO!R I I NIQUlNIS ACCONTANTI«
m m NT ON «QUIT GUAROIAN

SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON BACKSTREET/
MCA RECORDS (t TAPES

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Opens A pril 25th. at a theatre near you.

you

Student Assoc.

4$

a

ñ p irS D

Admission:
Students w/Id - $2
Others - $S
Children under 12 FREE
At: 200 Oliver St.,Paterson
Directions:

am

Valley Rd. to Marshall S t . Paterson,

turn LEFT at l i g h t , then turn RIGHT onto Oliver St

ENATE FRATERNI
Phi-Alpha-Psi
tv

he men of Senate (PHI— ALPHA— PSI) established the Bohn*
Fellowship in 1970. Last year enough interest accumulated so that
we were able to make the first award in the amount of $250. This
year we will award the scholarship again, however, we have
increased the amount to $300. The scholarship will be presented to
a graduating senior from Montclair State College (regardless of
race, ethnic origin, or sex).
The applicant must show achievement in any academic discipline and
also show promise in the field of g r a d u a t e study.

The criteria for the award ore as follows:
1. Applicant must show scholarly ability
2. Applicant must demonstrate scholarly achievem ent
3. Applicant must present a bonafide plan of graduate
study
Applications are available in the School Deans' offices. Return the
completed application to Kelsey Murdoch's office. College
Development Fund, College Hall, Room 321.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS THUFL, AMY 9, 1980
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Call Marv at 7 4 8-058 7 or Mike
835-5586.
P ER SO N A L: Black mature, male
junior in the evening session,
desires to meet a mature Black
female student for a happy
r e la tio n sh ip , ( ¡a ll eve n in g s
5 9 59212.
FOR SALE: Cuitar, 6 string,
guild. Asking SI 25 or best offer.
Call Mark at 6 5 2 -2 9 7 6 on
'Tuesday and Thursday evenings
onlx.
ATTENTION:
All
consumer
affairs, nutrition and food service
management majors: Do you need
ad v ice on y o u r p r o je c t i o n
schedule, required or elective
courses? Com e to Finley Hall,
Room 113 for peer counseling;
hours are posted on the door of
Room 103.
ATTENTION: Consumer affairs,
n u tr itio n and fo od service
management majors. Need help in
making out next fall’s course
schedule? Any questions that need
to be answered? ( ¡ o me to Finley
H a ll, R o o m 113 for peer
counseling. The hours arc posted
on the door ot Room 103.
N EED ED : An adult leader (at
least 21-vears-old) is needed to
attend (¡amp Cien Cray with St.
Cassian Boy Scour Troop ,8. No
experience required. A salary will
be given, (¡all John after 4 pm at
744-5097.
FOUND: A watch near Quarry
parking lots on April 16. Must
identify to claim, (¡all Linda
7 4 38103 in the evenings.
FOR SALE: Chrysler Newport
1955. Must sell, Hcmmc engine,
(¡all 546-9127.
FOR SA LE: 1974 Fiat wagon.
FO R S A L E : 1 9 7 5 Pontiac
Fxcellent running condition. Must
Firebird, 350 auto, am fm 8 track
sell,
SI 150. (¡all 893-4606.
stereo, pst, pb, air condition, rear
FO R S A L E : 1 969 Chevy
defogger, asking $3,100. ( 'all
Convertible, 327 engine, ps pb
Usama at 278-6071 after 4 pm.
t w s with am fm radio. Needs
ACCIDEN T: Anyone seeing an
bodv work, (¡all 751-4162.
accident W ed., April 16, in the
FOR SALE: 73.5, 2 4 0 Z, am fm,
Quarry, please contact Meryl at
tin
te d glass, a u t o m a tic ,a ir ,
893 -52 37 or the campus police.
Coodrich radials and more. Low
Father a white van or truck, or a
miles, metallic blue with white
van or truck with a white bumper
interior. Asking S3,200. (¡all 939struck my car. A $50 reward tor
2967.
i n fo r m a tio n leading to the
FOR SA LE: Must sell 2 K L H
identification ot the driver.
loudspeakers. Handles up to 150
D ANCING : International folk
watts. Price is $150. (¡all Andy at
dancing. MSC folk dancers, l ine
983-5546.
Arts, Dance Studio, 8-10:30 pm.
FOR SA LE: Snow tires, 2 ( ¡ 7 8 14,
M SC students, S I . 50, all others
B W snow tires with studs.
S I . I n s t r u c t i o n s p ro v i d e d .
Almost like new, 2 ,5 0 0 ipiles.
Beginners welcome. Refresh
Mounted on Chevy rims. Asking
ments included.
for best offer, (¡all J o e at 201W O R K SH O P:
“ Relax
Your
6676525.
M in d W o r k s h o p " H u m a n
FOR SA LE: Nova 1974, 57,000
Relations Organization, Student
miles, ps, pb, and air condition.
('enter Meeting Rooms, 8-1 I pm.
Has am fm cassette, new radials
Free admission.
and excellent condition. Best offer.
FUN RUN: Mini Marathon and a
Call 941-4095.
“ fun" run will be held on campus
JO B :
Admistrativc
assistant.
May 3, 1980 at 9 am. ('heck in at
Process mail at school. Work on a
Panzer ( ivm. A fee ot S2 tor M S ( .
c o m m is s io n basis at y o u r
students and S3 for others will be
apartment, l am $ 3 5 0 plus per
assessed. Proceeds will go to the
week. Send for an application.
Alumni Scholarship Fund.
Write F.A.B., P O Box 62,
WANTED:
L o o k in g
fo r
Raritan. NJ 08869. O r call loin
roommates to live in off campus
Biago at 20 1 -7 22 -58 64 .
house. Must retain 3.0 ( ¡ P A or
W A N TED : Noting, aggressive
under and want to remain there.
company needs students parttime
**••••••••••••••••••••••••«*,
now and fulltimt for summer.
l
Turn Your Summer Into Dollars!
•
Average weekly earnings for
•
WORK TEMPORARY W/ UNIFORCE
•
•
IIM
I
____ *•
parttime is S 75-S 100 weeklv and
•----•
n o fe e / h ig h pay
2
fulltime S 1 5 0 -S20 0 weekly, (¡all
•
typ in g, s te n o , k e y p u n c h , b o o k k e e p in g
•
3 3 8-1900, extension 252.
•
filing, g e n e ra l c le r k s , r e c e p tio n is t
£
W A N TED : V oicc instructor to
•
•
teach female vocalist with some
J
C a r n e ce ssa ry to r fo b s In U N IO N ,
•
•
S O M ER SET, S M ID D L E S E X
!
previous training. Please contact
•
counties
Claire at 8 9 3-4235 or 994-9333
•
Call Barbara a t 561-8866
nights.
• •m— mmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrn*
S
UNIFORCE TEMPORARIES
H O U SIN G N EED S : Retired
•
40 Somerset Street
1
Florida couple wants to come
l
Plainfield, NJ
•
•
•
N o r th for s um m er. Seeks
5
° P p o r,u n i,y E m p lo y e rs M o r F
•
furnished house or apartment June

F O R S A L E : 1 wo bids for Spring

Ball. Call Francis at 893-4639.
K O E I- K A N KARATE: Our club
announces its weekly raffle.
Drawings will be every Tuesday
with a winner at every drawing.
Tickets arc $.50 which stay in pot
for entire semester. Cash prizes
will be awarded to winners.
Tickets available in Student
Center Lobby or from club
members.
FOR SALE: 1973 V\V Supc.
Beetle, special edition sport bug.
Radials, a/c, new paint, 4,000
miles on rebuilt engine and
transmission I have all receipts to
show work was done, asking
$2,000. Call 233-1664.
C ARN IVAL: C L U B s Country
Carnival I 980 on May 2-4. The
Best Tver.
FOR SA LE: Free rock ‘n’ roll
album and tapes catalog. Forget
o u tra g io u s p rices.
Fu lly
guaranteed, wholesale prices. For
information call 8 93 -6 6 7 5 or go to
Room 1222, Bohn Hall.
THE R U N N E R S ' WALL: Listing
upcoming races, lists of people
who want others to run with,
meeting dates, times, and other
running information in Life Hall.
Between Co-op F'.d. and the
Undeclared Majors Office. M SR R
is open to students, faculty, and
staff. For more information call
Jon Sobccki, 893-4223.
T Y P IS T : F x c e l l e n t t y p i s t ,
accurate, speedy. Term papers,
b u s in e s s l e t t e r s , r e s u m e s ,
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates,
IBM Selcctric 2 with different
elements available. Call Alina
Press at 759-7639, lOam-lOpm.

-October or portion thereof.
Call 761-0627.
LOST: ( ¡reen van tire wheel.
Together forever with a musical
(¡-cle f printed on cover, (¡rear
sentimental value. Reward. II
found please call I leather at
8935923.
LOST: Rust wallet containing a
large amount ot money, M SC ID,
social security card, driver’s
license, and a red NJ bank account.
If found call Kiki at 546-9127.
LOST: 3 gold charms, tennis
raquet, cross, and an Italian horn,
near Math Scien ce Building.
There w ill be a reward. If found
please call Donna at 478-8194.
PER SO N A L: B im bo-I think
you're cute too. Why don’t you
ask me for my number? The
(other) secret admirer.

PER SO N A L :
To
Michelob
Stooges, and Sport—You win the
(¡rand Sphincter Award for a
great time in Florida. Signed Red
I lot. PS—Spare me.
JO B : I•ree room and board in
exchange tor child care in college
professor's home. I.css than I mile
from campus.
\ccomodations
include entire 3d floor at a large
home in a family oriented
atmosphere. If interested please
call Dr. Mark J. Friedman at
7466841 after 3 pm to set up an
i n t e r v i e w . P s v c h o I o gy
department.
M EETIN G : I ense? Max 5, 1980.
Call 893-4232.
C ARN IVAL: C L U B ’ s Country
Carnival 1980, May 2-4. Promises
to be the best ever.

W ANTED:

Secretary-editorial
assistant, parttime, hours to fit
vour class schedule withing
walking distance of college.
Opportunity to learn all phases of
scientific publishing, (¡all Dr.
Berkley at 256 -412 8 or 825-2800.
Must be literate.
WANTED: Female housemate.
Vacancy in 2d floor apartment.
Located 2 miles away oft Valley
Rd., Clifton. Available Max 1st.
(¡all Nancx at 278-5578.
A N N IV ER S A R Y : BSCU choir.
Student (¡enter, Meetings Rooms,
4 p m . F r e e a d mi s s i o n .
Refreshments xx ill be served.

TYPING DONE:Dissertions,
theses, resumes, term papers,
etc. Knowledge of most style
manuals. Upper • Montclair
office. Phone 746-9010, from
9am-5pm.

l i t »

MEN!

iSalesi ________
Catholic men dedicated to helping underprivileged youth.
We’re looking for a few strong men to serve as priests and
brothers in youth centers, parishes, trade schools, camps,
prep schools and foreign missions, wherever
.066°"
needy young people are found.
,06
.cW®

Salesians: signs and bearers of
God’s love for the young.
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datebook and
classified are
free to all
students
The deadline is
Monday at 12 pm

more information call 4443.

looking for new members for
the rest of this semester and for
next semester too. Please come
today at 1:30pm.

RECITAL:By Maricel Lucero
in senior recital (voice).
Sponsored by the Dept, of
Music.Being held in the
McEachern Music Building in
Recital Hall, at 8pm. For more
information call 4443.

OF*EN HOUSE: For senior

women. Sponsered by the
Women’s Club of Montclair in
Russ Hall lounge between
2pm-4pm.Free for any senior
woman.
Fri.,April 2 5 , 1 9 8 0
M O V IE :C L U B presents O m en
2
in the Student Center
Ballrooms at 8pm.
RECITALrBy
Mar j or i e
Ehrman in senior recital
(voice). Sponsored by the
Dept, of Music. Being held in
the McEachern Music Building
in Recital Hall, at 8 pm. For

Let’s begin again. Vote

FINNEG AN
SGA President
...and begin to have a voice at MSC
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Thur., April 2 4 , 1 9 8 0
M E E T IN G :/'^ M ontclarionis

Sat..April 2 6 , 1 9 8 0

Me achern Music Building in
Recital Hall, at 8pm. For more
information call 4443.
W ed..April 3 0 , 1 9 8 0
D IS C U S S IO N :O n self image

plastic surgery and you.
Sponsored by the Women’s
Center. In the Math/Science
Building at 12pm.

Sun..April 2 7 , 1 9 8 0 .

RECITAL:By Don Butterfield
in faculty recital (tuba).
Sponsored by the Dept, of
Music. Being held in the
McEachern Music Building in
Recital Hall, at 8pm. For more
information call 4443.
M on..April 2 8 , 1 9 8 0

RECITAL:By Gina Ciavolino
in senior recital (voice).
Sponsored by the Dept, of
Music. Being held in the
McEachern Music Building in
Recital Hall, at 8pm. For more
information call 4443.
MEETING ¡Sponsored by the
Paralegal Student Association.
An organizational meeting will
be held for election of officers.
All are welcome.
Tue.,April 2 9 , 1 9 8 0

RECITAL:Mary Ellen Banda
in sophomore recital (oboe).
Sponsored by the Dept, of
Music. Being held in the
McEachern Music Building in
Recital Hall, at 8pm. For more
information call 4443.
RECITAL:Caroline Zander in
seni or recital ( v i o l i n) .
Sponsored by the Dept, of
Music. Being held inthe

LO SE 20
POUNDS IN
TWO W E E K S !
Famous U.S. Women
Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the
U .S . Women’s Alpine Ski Team mem
b ers go on the “Ski Team ” diet to lose
20 pounds in two weeks. That’s right 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the
diet is chemical food action and was
devised by a famous Colorado physi
cian especially for the U .S. Ski Team.
Normal energy is maintained (very im
portant) while reducing. You keep
“full” - no starvation - because the
diet is designed that way. It’s a diet
th at is easy to follow whether you
work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically suc
cessful diet. If it weren’t, the U.S.
Women’s Ski Team wouldn’t be per
mitted to use it! Right? So, give your
self the same break the U.S. Ski Team
gets. Lose weight the scientific, prov
en way. Even if you’ve tried all the
other diets, you owe it to yourself to
try the U .S. Women's Ski Team Diet.
T h at is, if you really do want to lose 20
pounds in two weeks. Order today.
T ea r this out as a reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush Ser
vice - cash is O.K. - to: NORTH
W E S T PRO DUCTS, P.O. BOX 78232,
Se a ttle, Wash. 98178. Don’t order un
less you want to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski
Team D iet will do.

Laura Pedalino
SGA SECRETARY
Û^EÂTOWOTY annidi

Laura

Laura

Laura

Laura

m

Laura

"I want to bring the SGA
doser to you , the students. I

intend to update and expand
lines of communication
between students and the
Student Government
Association
Major: Business Administration
Qualifications:

Secretary of the Appropriations
Committee
SGA Student Legislature
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Scheduled service with no restrictions makes

OLD rAHflONCO
★ craft#
★ ■fram es

College Students
W ishing EXTRA INCOM E

|

Here is on opporrumry ro
pur your free daytime hours
to besr earning advantage
with possibilities for
ADVANCEMENT into MANAGEMENT

"ARTISTS' SUPPUCS"

D A IL Y - 30-7 CX)

INTERESTED

'TUDENT

Come see our Manager any
♦
day after 2 pm at
jw endy's Old Fashioned
Hamburger's. Located on

' h

c o u

n

t S

Europe
Easy

!

2 4 « WMCHUIMG AVE .MONTCLAIR

E a s y o n the p o c k e tb o o k :
JFK to Shannon; only $259 one
way, $479 round trip. JFK to
Amsterdam; just $269 one way
$499 round trip. Add $25 for
our Shannon/Amsterdam stop
over flight. Book now because
round trip fares to both
Amsterdam and Shannon
will increase by $50
on June 15, one
way by $20.

E a s y to p u t together.
No advance purchase require
ments. No length of stay rules or
cancellation fees. Plus the option
to land in one country and leave
from another. Call
your travel agent or
Transamerica Airlines
at (212) 239-0270. We fly
to more places in more
countries than any other
airline.

Transamerica
Airlines

We need writers, join!
SAAB
STUDENT ACTIVITY ADVISORY BOARD MEETING

»® ® <8>®

® <D® <§>® <§)<§)® ® ® ® «

-p e t a head start on the TAN NIN G season...

U)1)I)TANS
744-7365

l^Mon., April 28
Meeting Room 1
4 pm

An Hour«
Sunbathing
in a fflinutan

Tues. - Fri. 10 -5 pm

All chartered student organizations who want
I
I
I
I
I

L

M CAT—DAT
SUMMER

Comprehensive 10 week summer prep courses
covering all areas including test strategy.
Personal Attention, Real Teaching Advice,
Excellent Results!!!
Taught by Ph.D college professor.

_______ CALL DR. BLANK — 966-9054

V

to reserve College Facilities for the
1 9 8 0 - 1 9 8 1 academ ic year
M U ST A TTEN D this meeting.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

Rock’sifsbest

in Saddlebrook

Interviewing: April 28
1 - 4 pm
Career Services LIFE HALL
for

Just pour Comfort "
over ice, and sip it.
It’s smooth. Mellow.
Delicious. No wonder
it’s so popular onthe-rocks. Fantastic
solo... great in combo
with cola, 7UP, fruit
juices, milk, too.
Nothing's so delicious as C om fo rt* on-the-rocks!

Night Shift

11 pm - 3 am

Day Shift

11 am - 3 pm

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 8 0 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST LOUIS MO 631 32

Budweiser.

FRESH CAM
O F BALLS"
boy: WHEM HE FIRST TOOK OP TENNIS

V

I THOUGHT W E W E R E
GONNA GET TH E CHANCE TO G E T INTO S O M E MIXED
DOUBLES W ITH S O M E OF THOSE SORORITY CHICKS,
v

K YEAH, B U T WAITING
FOR COURT T IM E IS A S
EXCITING AS WATCHING

CHICKEN PARTS THAW.

LET'S H O P E
HE'S A S P R Y A S
W E A R E ...

O H NO , N O T M O R E
TE N N IS ß A U S !? l

WHY DO YOU T H IN K

THEY CALL'EM
TASTEBUPS ANYW AY!

r
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Player Profile
N A M E: Bob Buccino
N IC K N A M E : The General
BORN: Decern Iter 3, 1958
HEIGHT: 5 feet 11 inches
WEIGHT: 175 pounds
SPORT: Baseball
POSITION: Pitcher
HIGH SCHOOL: John P.

Stevens High School
HO M ETO W N : F.dison, XJ
YEAR: Junior
M A JO R : Phy sical education
M O S T M EM O RABLE
G AM E: l inal game of his high

school tournament in which he
beat New Brunswick 5-2.
BIGGEST BASEBALL
THRILL: In 1977, he pitched

and won all 5 games in a
tournament.
BIGGEST BASEBALL
D IS A P P O IN TM E N TS :

Having to sit out a year after
transferring to MSC from
Seton Hall University’. Also,
the yyay his luck has run this
season.
BASEBALL HO N O R S: 77
all-state (NJ), ’75, '76, '77 allcounty’ (Middlesex)
FAVORITE BASEBALL
TEA M : Ncxv York Yankees
FAVORIT E BASEBALL
PLAYER: l om Seaver
PERSONAL GOALS: To

yvin a game this y ear and to be
drafted into major league
baseball.

Guarino guns
down Wagner
continued from p. 4 0

Indian starter Glenn “Preacher” Roe, relinquished a double to
open the game. An interference call on an attempted bunt gave
Roe his 1st out. A line out to short followed.
Wagner’s clean-up man stepped in with a chance for an RBI.
Roe, however, went right after him. A fastball and a forkball put 2
strikes on the batter. Another fastball, which would have been a
strike if it were thrown in either the 2d, 5th, or 8th innings,
followed. But this was the 1st inning and the strike zone was
different.
Roe lost the strikeout that would have been the 3d out and
eventually gave up a run scoring single. Umpires, 1; MSC, 0.
The Indians tied the game in the 2d when the Seahawks put
together a pair of throwing errors and handed the Tribe a run.
Guarino reached 2d on an overthrow by the 3d baseman, and
scored on another erratic throw by the 2d baseman. T his 1 came
after a single by Tony Gaeta.
Wagner’s 3d baseman made 3 errors on the day. It appeared that
he didn’t know he could use his glove to field the ball. One he
stopped with his face, another with his chest, and still another
with his arm.
S M O K E SIG N A LS: Roe threw 126 pitches before leaving in
the 8th with a tired arm. With better home plate umpiring,
“Preacher” could have finished the game and not have been
forced to throw as many pitches.... Sabato has been suffering
through extreme hot and cold periods. One day he’ll go 5 for 5,
and the next he’ll go 0-4 with 3 whiffs.

Tribe loses
by D a v e Y o u rish

Jen Steffen of Fairleigh Dickinson University/Madison
(FDU/Madison) scored with 1:11 left in the 3d overtime period
sending MSC to a heartbreaking 11-10 defeat.
Last Saturday’s hard fought night game was witnessed by
about 60 rowdy and drinking FDU Madison fans, and 30 quiet
MSC fans.
Junior goalie Wolf Gonzalez and senior midfielder Warren
Jennings led FDU/Madison in their quest for revenge of last
year’s defeat by MSC, in overtime, 14-13. Gonzalez sparkled,
making some unbelievable saves, and Jennings pur on his own
show scoring 4 goals in the 1st period, and 1 in the 3d, for 5 goals
on the night.
The Knights got on the board 1st when Jennings waltzed his
way by MSC’s defensemen and scored unassisted. Less than 2
minutes later he repeated this feat, making it 2-0.
Finally, last year’s hero, Alan Geissel, put MSC on the board
with a hard shot from 15 yards out. Chris Arnold and Mike
DiGiuseppe also scored for FDU/Madison in the 1st period as
the Knights led at the end of the period 6-1.
In the 1st period Kevin Oxley was set up by John Gillespie.
Oxley was standing right in front of Gonzalez. He fired a shot,
but Gonzalez made an unbelievable save as the ball went flying
into the air and back towards the 50 yard lrtic.
In the 2d period, MSC came back scoring 3 times while
shutting out FDU/Madison. Nucera, Bob Gillespie, and Geissel
scored for MSC. I ony Orlando assisted on Gillespie’s goal and
Jerry Jacob asisted on Nucera’s goal. Jacob played his finest game
of the season, checking well and stealing the ball on a number of
occasions. Jacob scored twice to go along with his 1st assist.
The 2d half ended with MSC down 6-5. The Stickmen had to
win this game in order to be ranked in division 3. FDU/Madison
came into the game ranked 15th out of the 15 positions available.
The Stickmen have yet to break into the top 15, and they will
probably have towin all of their remaining games in order to be
ranked.
The game turned into a see saw battle as the Indians came back '
with 4 goals in the 3d period. FDU/Madison scored twice.
Jim Hickey opened the scoring at 3:16 of the 3d period for a 6-6 j
tie and the battle began to heat up. At this point FDU/Madison
called a time out to think about a few things; like last year’s defeat.
When action resumed, Jacob scored an unassisted goal that put
MSC in the lead for the 1st time in the game.
The Knights scored to tie it up as Jennings put his 5th goal in
the net. Jennings consistently got by MSC defenders as they
forgot the meaning of the work ‘‘check.” Instead of taking the
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GARRETT for TREASURER
Establish a treasury into
council.
Conduct systems analysis
ofSGA.
Open to all Class
organization for input.
Conduct informational
presentations.
Establish a treasury
information letter.
Open to all students m
for suggestion.
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in triple OT
body, they tried to use their sticks, resulting in players like
Jennings scoring easy goals.
FDU/Madison regained'the lead 8-7, but a little later Nucera
scored to knot the game at 8.
Action picked up as both teams raced up and down the field;
and both goalies, Gonzalez and Buonocore, made some fine saves.
Buonocore ran the ball out of the goal area, and threw a
touchdown pass (about 50 yards) to John Gillespie. The
defenseman, coming back after recovering from the flu, put the
ball right behind Gonzalez, as the goalie had little chance in saving
this shot.
T his goal came with 8:26 left in the period, with MSC taking a
9-8 lead.
Action was rough, as attackman Steffen was called for slashing
after hitting Buonocore in the face with his stick. Buonocore went
down in pain, but luckily wasn’t seriously hurt. Buonocore has a
habit of wandering in order to initiate a clearing play. He has been
successful, but he also takes some hits and chances.
Robert Keel scored for the Knights again, knotting the score at
9-9. With only 5:59 left in the game, Jacob scored, again putting
MSC back on top 10-9.
FDU/Madison tied it up with only 3:48 left in the game on a
Chris Arnold goal. The game ended in a 10-10 tie and headed into
overtime.
During that 1st overtime period Geissel fired a shot from 15
yards out and had Gonzalez beat, but the ball smashed into the
post and bounced out.
That was as close as anyone came to scoring, as the teams
headed into a 2d overtime.
In this overtime, MSC came close to losing when Buonocore
lost the ball in the crease. The surrounding FDU/Madison
players almost got it and put it in before it was kicked out in front.
There, it was almost picked up by another FDU/Madison
player, until it was finally cleared by MSC. The 2d overtime
ended in the same 10-10 tie and the teams headed into another 4
minute sudden death period.
At 1:11 of the 3d overtime, Steffen scored his goal and the
Knights had their revenge. MSC’s record dropped to 6-3.
Stick Notes: Isn’t it amazing how the $4,000 nonscholarship
MSC team can compete with the $10,000 fullscholarship
FDU/Madison team. Also, look at some of the competition that
MSC draws, powerhouses Kutztown State College (KSC),
Rutgers Uni ver s i t y/ New Brunswick ( Rut ge r s / Ne w
Brunswick), and FDU/Madison who was ranked 15th in
division 3.

------- — ---------:-----------k ,"
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The 1st rounds of the men’s
and co-ed softball tournaments
got underway last week. In the
men’s league, the Beechadiels
beat the Booze Bags, 11-4, the
Proud Ones crushed Toys, 146, while the Gameroom Gang
defeated Delta Kappa Psi.
In co-ed, Ugots outlasted the
12th floor, 10-9. Also, Bim
Bam Van Flyers shutout Foul

Play, 11-0, and the Reccers
trounced the 10 Skins, 13-4.
The bowling league came to
a close with Gasoline Alley
ending up in 1st place,
followed by the Geeks and
Wowii Power 2 in 2d and 3d
respectively.
The co-ed volleyball finals
were held this week in both the
power and jungle leagues. In
the power league, Colorado
Spike defeated Give Us A

I

W hether she's catching ort scoring, M ary Jane Deutsch is always around the plate.

Squaw s sw eep
by M eryl Yourish
The women’s softball team
swept a doubleheader from
Southern Connecticut State
College (SCSC) last Saturday
with a pair of 1 run victories, 76 and 1-0. Both games had the
tension mounting to the last
inning.
Third baseman Bonnie
O ’Connor hit a 7th inning
home run to win the opener
and pitcher Val Julian (4-2)
stifled a last inning rally by
SCSC to win the night cap
(with a little help from
centerfielder Terry Kulik, who
made a perfect throw to home

IM Highlights
by M ik e Ritz

■

Break 15-3, 15-11. In the
Jungle League, the Flying
Lizards defeated The Hustlers
15-11, 15-12.
C om ing E v e n ts : The mixed 2
on 2 basketball tournament
will be held on Mon., April 28
and Tue., April 29 at 8 pm in
Panzer Gym.
The team frisbee tournament
will be held on Tue., May 6 on
Sprague Field. Applications
are due on Thur., May 1.
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plate for the final out of the
game.)
In the opener, pitcher
Ronnie Gudewicz (6-0) had a
shaky start, SCSC picked up 3
run» on 3 hits and 2 MSC
errors. The Squaws got them
back in the 3d (after picking up
a run on a double steal by left
fielder Patti Van Cauwenberge
and designated hitter Toni
Ziccardi in the 2d). Shortstop
Robin Krause hit a grounder to
short and took 2d on the
overthrow. Second baseman,
Judy Popadaniec singled to
left. O ’Connor grounded to
2d, but the 2d baseman
hobbled it and threw wildly to
1st. Krause came home on the
throw, O ’Connor took 2d on
the throw home and scored
when SCSC’s catcher threw
the ball out to centerfield. MSC
led, 4-3.
SCSC tied the score in the
4th, but the Squaws came back
with 2 in the bottom half of the
inning. Rightfielder Kim
Volanowski singled over the
shortstop, Van Cauwenberge
hit a single just over the 3d
baseman’s glove, and Ziccardi
beat out a bouncer to the
pitcher to load the bases.
Gudewicz grounded to the
pitcher, but a run scored and
she was safe at 1st. Krause
singled past 2d to drive in the
last run of the inning.
SCSC tied the game with 2
more in the 5th, to set up
O ’Connor’s game winning
homer in the 7th.
Kr a us e flied to 2d,
Popadaniec fouled out, but
O ’Connor smashed the ball to
deep left for Gudewicz’s
dramatic 5th victory.
In the nightcap, MSC looked
like they were on their way to
another easy win.
Julian put the side down in
order in the 1st, and MSC
picked up what turned out to
be the game’s only run in the
bottom of the inning. Krause
led off with a bouncer to short,
ut Popadaniec doubled up the

middle. One out later, 1st
baseman Nancy Osley flied to
2d but the 2d baseman dropped
the ball, and Popadaniec zipped
home.
MSC’s biggest threat came
in the 3d inning. Popadaniec
hit a 1 out doublt to left center
and advanced to 3d on
O ’Connor’s single up the
middle, O ’Connor stole 2d,
making it 2d and 3d with 1 out,
but Osley lined to short and
catcher Mary Jane Deutsch
flied out to center.
Defense was the key to
MSC’s 2d win. Shortstop
Krause made a great play irt the
4th, taking a base hit away
from SCSC with a nice stop at a
wicked smash. And in the 6th,
with 1 out and a runner on 2d,
Krause picked up a grounder,
checked the runner, and threw
the other runner out at 1st.
SCSC’s runner at 2d tried to
take 3d on the throw, but
Osley alertly threw the ball to
O ’Connor, ending the inning
and the threat.
Then, of course, there was
the clincher. With 2 outs and
women on 1st and 2d, SCSC’s
batter hit a potentially game
typing single to centerfield.
Kulik threw a perfect strike to
Deutsch to catch the runner at
the plate and save the win for
Julian.
“The girls played great
defense,” Coach Marilyn
Taigia said, “but we’ll have to
work on the hitting. These
close games are giving me
ulcers.”
Seventh

inning

stretch:

MSC defeated West Chester
State College 5-0 last week....
The Squaws beat William
Paterson College in another
u l c e r - c a u s e r - 5 - 4 in 10
innings.... Gudewicz won her
6th in relief of Julian.... The
next home games arc today vs.
Kean College at 3:30 pm and
Tue., April 29 agaisnt Rutgers,
also at 3:30 pm. Both games are
at Brookdale Park.
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Guarino guns down Wagner
John Guarino gets forced
o u t a t 2d base.

First baseman Tony Gaeta
scoops u p a low throw.

by Paul H u e g e l

Centerfielderjohn Guarino doubled homethe winningrun, scored 2 others, and
gunned out the potential tying run at the plate, as MSC nipped Wagner College
(Wagner), 4-3, last Tuesday at Pittser Field.
With 1 man out in the top of the 9th and the Indians ahead 4-2, reliever Roger
Lope loaded the bases. A single and a pair of walks preceded a 3d base on balls and
Lope’s exit. Wagner was now within 1 run of tying the game with the go ahead run
standing at 2d base.
Coach Fred Hill signaled for relief ace Greg Petite. Petite needed only to face 1
batter. A high fly ball to shallow center set up the final play of the game.
As Guarino set himself for the catch and subsequent throw, the Seahawks’
runner tagged at 3d. The ball was caught; the runner broke; the throw was fired.
Catcher Yin Tiberi took the laser beam throw on 1 bounce, split seconds ahead
of the charging Seahawk. As Tiberi (who teammates call “Tree”) lowered his 200
pound frame over the plate, the runner slid hard. Flesh and doubleknit collided
with spikes and shin guards. A cloud of dust billowed and when it cleared, Tiberi
triumphantly held the ball above his head. The umpire raised his blue arm, thumb

UP‘

Wagner tied the game at 2 with a walk, double, and sacrifice fly in the top of the
8th. The Tribe, however, was beginning to feel the cold and didn’t want extra
innings.
Bill Schoenig, 1 of the state’s best leadoff men, singled to open the Indians’ 8th. A
perfectly executed sacrifice bunt by 3d baseman Bob Fortunato, advanced
Schoenig to 2d. Dave McLaughlin then doubled off the left field fenceto put MSC
up by 1.
After designated hitter Tony Sabato sky ed out, Guarino blasted a towering shot
to right. The wind, which made it seem more like Chicago’s Wrigley Field than
Pittser Field, played tricks with the ball.
The Wagner rightfielder circled more than the wind and let the ball bounce next
to him and over the fence for a double. The decisive run crossed the plate.
The umpiring was abominable all afternoon. In the 3d inning, Hill and the home
plate umpire, who changed the strike zone on every other pitch, went at it. In the
5th, it was the Seahawks’ coach’s turn. But it was the 1st inning’s amateurish calls
that conceded a run.
continued on p. 38

T h ir d b a s e m a n M e r li
Sujnowaki fires over to 1st

Catcher Vin Tiberi blocks

a pitch In the dirt.
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p h o to s b y P a u l H u e g e l

as shortstop Tony Sabato

